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Turning ideas into realities!
“Many global manufacturing
companies have already
started harnessing the power
of advanced technologies,
not only in their factories
but also in their entire
supply chain”

Challenges and opportunities in the Indian manufacturing sector has been a key topic of
discussion in many of the events, along with assessing the successes and failures of the ‘Make
in India’ initiative by the Government of India. In the recent Manufacturing Summit by CII
too, industry leaders and experts shared their thoughts and recommendations in this area
with real-time examples from the industry.
One of the other captivating topics discussed during the summit was – envisioning the
factory of tomorrow. Many global manufacturing companies have already started harnessing
the power of advanced technologies, not only in their factories but also in their entire
supply chain. The objective is to visualise how manufacturing could evolve by improving
functionalities of machines & systems and driving agility in planning & scheduling. Having
said that, people will be a key part of the equation, who need to be trained not for specific
narrow skills, but for more fundamental understanding of production and supply chain
issues. They would also need to learn on how to collaborate to solve problems and find
new approaches. These people will demand a new culture, and be well-worth making those
fundamental shifts in mindset.
In this context, we have brought in an interesting Cover Story this time that talks on how
Airbus is planning to shape factory of the future, turning ideas into realities. This global leader
in aircraft manufacturing has identified seven lines of work to optimise its industrial system by
2020, by using latest techniques, designs and equipment so as to make modern manufacturing
highly efficient, organised and structured. I am sure it would be a great learning for you all.
Happy reading!
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Latest advances in systems engineering technology

Eaton organises Mobile Technology Days

Using the newly released ANSYS 16.2, engineers can now create virtual
prototypes of complete systems, enabling significant strides in innovation
and to unleash next-generation products
within their industries. Through simulation,
engineers can take full advantage of the
growing number of opportunities presented
by the rapid innovation of materials,
electronics and processes. While some
manufacturers have optimised the design of
components or smaller sub-systems, until
the recent Ansys release, no comprehensive
Engineers can now create virtual
solution has existed for simulating complete
prototypes of complete systems
systems. “Our customers are already solving
component and sub-system problems using
the most advanced software available. But with ANSYS 16.2, they expand to
the system level,” said Jim Cashman, President & CEO, Ansys. Part of this
new simulation approach is made possible by enhancements to ANSYS®
Simplorer®, a comprehensive platform for multidisciplinary systems
modeling. Here, Simplorer can now assemble and simulate electrical,
electronic, thermo-fluid, mechanical and embedded software components.

Eaton recently unveiled the Mobile Technology Day in Ahmedabad for
machinery OEMs, agriculture and
construction segments. The event,
which is hosted on a 45 feet long
state-of-the-art trailer will reach
out to customers across 6 cities
in one month. It will showcase the
company’s industry leading
The event will reach out to customers
offerings for these segments that
across 6 cities in one month
ensure safety, reliability, efficiency
and productivity. In Gujarat, the
trailer will reach out to customers in MOEM, and agriculture segments in
Ahmedabad and Rajkot, and then move to cities in Karnataka and Tamil Nadu.
In all the cities, the trailer will be stationed in the customers’ premises. This
is the 2nd Mobile Technology Day, which Eaton has hosted in India in 2015.
Speaking at the event, Nitin Chalke, MD– India, Eaton, said, “Gujarat is a huge
base for several key segments including machinery OEMs, agriculture and
construction.” He further added, “Eaton is well positioned to partner with
leading players in its focused segments and power their growth with its range
of industry leading power management solutions.”

> MORE@CLICK EM01832 | www.efficientmanufacturing.in

> MORE@CLICK EM01833 | www.efficientmanufacturing.in

Taking manufacturing a step ahead
CII recently hosted the third edition of West Tech Summit 2015 at Pune. Delivery Head, Tata Technologies Ltd, briefing on the automotive industry,
The conference, the third in row is
which was one of the areas of
the largest technology symposium
discussion. “India is showing a very
in western India with the support of
promising future with its development
Government of Maharashtra, Goa,
in the field of automotive research and
MP and Gujarat. The summit
has the potential of being the next big
focussed on ‘Make In India’
hub,” he said.
resonating the call by hon’ble
The day-long summit focussed on
Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi.
how an encouraging IT environment is
Delivering the keynote address at
needed to ensure manufacturing
the summit, Gopichand Kattragada,
sector
sees
a
leap
ahead.
CTO, Tata Sons Ltd, said that if a
Manufacturing in the defence sector
company has to gain competitive
was also covered by the stalwarts
advantage in the manufacturing
from the defence and industry
sector, it has to have constant focus
background. “We can leverage our
on innovation. Speaking on the Sanjay Kirloskar, Chairman, CII Western Region & MD, Kirloskar Brothers Ltd,
huge knowledge pool and use it to the
occasion,
Sanjay
Kirloskar, addressing the summit
advantage of the country. Digital
Chairman, CII Western Region &
education must be a part of every Indian
MD, Kirloskar Brothers Ltd, said, “The western region has tremendous household and once we achieve that, India will be a force worth reckoning,”
potential for growth with the success stories of Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh, said Dr Ganesh Natarajan, VC & CEO, Zensar Technologies and Chairman
Goa and Maharashtra, contributing to more than 25% of India’s GDP.”
- KM & Business Transformation & WR Skills Mission, CII.
> MORE@CLICK EM01834 | www.efficientmanufacturing.in
The tech summit also saw Aditya Roy Choudhary, President—Global
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Preventing poor operational performance

Infor to acquire GT Nexus

Honeywell recently launched Uniformance® Asset Sentinel, which
continuously monitors equipment and process health, assisting industrial
facilities to predict and prevent
asset failures and poor operational
performance. The new offering
expands
the
company’s
Uniformance software suite and
supports the emergence of IIoT in
the process industry, enabling
companies to collect, organise
The software supports the emergence of
and analyse data for a specific
the IIoT in the process industry
asset or “thing.” These analytics
can transform work processes
from reactive to proactive, helping industrial plant operators avoid
unplanned downtime and improve plant performance and safety.
“Uniformance Asset Sentinel is the latest evolution of proven technology
that is currently watching over billions of dollars of assets across
industries, including oil & gas, power generation, mining, refining, and
chemical manufacturing,” said Mike Brown, Global Marketing Director,
Advanced Solutions Business, Honeywell.

Infor has recently announced that it has entered into an agreement to
acquire GT Nexus, for $675 million. The deal is
expected to close within 45 days, pending
regulatory approval. GT Nexus customers include
adidas Group, Caterpillar, Columbia Sportswear,
DHL, Home Depot, Levi Strauss & Co, Maersk,
Pfizer, Procter & Gamble and UPS. “Together, Infor
and GT Nexus will provide customers with
unprecedented visibility into their supply chains
to manage production and monitor goods in
According to Phillips,
transit and at rest,” said Charles Phillips, CEO,
specialisation & speed
Infor. “Specialisation and speed are moving the
are moving the future
future of manufacturing into the commerce
of manufacturing into
cloud,” he added. GT Nexus network integrates
commerce cloud
directly into the order management system of the
buyers and suppliers. Buyers transmit order
information through GT Nexus to their suppliers, financial institutions,
freight carriers and logistics providers. GT Nexus becomes the order
management system for the entire network by managing the master record
of the order across multiple partners.

> MORE@CLICK EM01835 | www.efficientmanufacturing.in

> MORE@CLICK EM01836 | www.efficientmanufacturing.in

Aiming at sustainable growth
Organised by Ananta Aspen Centre and CII, the fourth C K Prahalad targeted stimulus, long tax breaks, subventions, subsidies, directed credit,
Memorial Lecture was recently held in
all of which historically rendered
Mumbai. While delivering the keynote
industry un-competitiveness with
address at the event, Dr Raghuram
government over extended and country
Rajan, Governor, Reserve Bank of
incapable of gaining its rightful position
India, said, “In difficult times,
among nations,” he added.
environment for growth has to be
At the event, Rahul Bajaj, Chairman,
achieved in the right way by working
Bajaj Auto Ltd, mentioned that the
hard towards recovery and aiming at
financial sector reforms should be a
sustainable growth. While the
continuous process, so that they are
monetary
policy
will
be
aligned & future-ready. He further
accommodative, there is room to
elaborated, “The role of reforms
expand sustainable growth potential.
pertaining to financial sector should be
By continuing with reforms that the
to align rules and requirements among
government and regulators have
the multiple regulators, so as to
announced, a sustainable growth Dr Raghuram Rajan, Governor, RBI and Rahul Bajaj, Chairman, Bajaj Auto Ltd, simplify;
enable
innovation
&
during the lecture
potential can be achieved.”
productivity in business for the benefit
Speaking on RBI’s key task to support
of customers and shareholders;
growth, he mentioned that it would focus on keeping the interest rates low stabilise regulatory environment, create consistent & visible guidelines,
in the near term as well as future to have a moderate interest rate regime and reduce risk amongst market participants, in the overall system in
to help borrowers as well as the savers. “It will focus on cleaning up the general and upgrade skills within the regulators through a healthy
banking sector of the distressed assets, so that it can fund the growth interaction & cross-pollination with the private sector.
> MORE@CLICK EM01837 | www.efficientmanufacturing.in
agenda. He also suggested that India must resist special interest rates for
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High Performance Cutting Tools

Proton series takes high-performance milling on hardened
steel to the next level. This product line is designed to
provide maximum metal removal rate and superior surface
finish.
FEATURES
ǵ Proprietary high performance coating
ǵ Special high performance geometry designed and proven on 45HRC62HRC material
ǵ Common shank for tools < 3 mm for reduced breakage
ǵ Available in neck style
ǵ Single End Mill for both roughing and finishing
ǵ Diameter Range- 0.3-16 mm as standard, custom solutions available
BENEFITS
ǵ Higher productivity and profitability
ǵ Lower cycle time and CPC
ǵ Improved surface finish
ǵ Improved reliability and consistency in performance
CONTACT US AT

Forbes & Company Limited

Saki Powai Road, Chandivali, Mumbai 400 072, India. Tel: +91 22 2847 1861
Email: sales@forbes.co.in l Website: www.totem-forbes.com
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Okuma America teams up with Sandvik Coromant

Siemens PLM felicitated with Asia Manufacturing Awards

Okuma America Corporation has joined hands with Sandvik Coromant to
host “Manufacturing Excellence – Applying Emerging Technologies to
Aerospace Manufacturing” on
December 8-9, 2015, at Charlotte,
North Carolina. Guests will tour the
aerospace centre of excellence,
view CNC machine tool cutting
Okuma and Sandvik host aerospace event
demonstrations and learn about
the latest CNC machining
technologies for the aerospace industry to increase production, decrease
costs, improve quality and maximise profitability. Keynote speaker, Robert
Mudge of RPM & Associates, Inc, supplier of LDT (laser deposition
technology) products and services to aerospace customers, will discuss
using additive and subtractive manufacturing to multiply productivity.
Guests will also attend a learning session about IIoT (Industry Internet of
Things) and view various CNC machine technology demonstrations. The
learning session topics include digital age of manufacturing, where real-life
examples of how the shop floor is connected to the front office, and the
bottomline will be displayed. Machine technologies include the Frozen
Tundra – the benefits and effects of machining in a cryogenic state (5ME).

At the recently held Asia Manufacturing Awards 2015, Siemens PLM
Software won the Best
CAD/CAM
Systems
Provider and Best PLM
Systems
Provider
award. The company
continued their winning
form, marking the third
Siemens PLM awarded Best CAD, CAM & PLM Systems consecutive year of
Provider at the Asia Manufacturing Awards 2015
being recognised at the
coveted awards. The
ceremony gathered top players from manufacturing industries, recognising
technological solutions that are transforming the industry in Asia. The
winners were chosen by an international panel of experts. Siemens PLM’s
CAD/CAM solutions have enabled numerous companies, with a strong
presence in Asia, in providing well designed, highly customisable products
made in a condensed lifecycle. Peter Carrier, Senior VP & MD, Asia Pacific,
said, “Being at the core of the Asian industrial renaissance, the manufacturing
sector plays a crucial role in propelling the emerging and developing
economies in the region towards a new dawn of innovation.”

> MORE@CLICK EM01838 | www.efficientmanufacturing.in

> MORE@CLICK EM01839 | www.efficientmanufacturing.in

Danfoss India reinforces energy efficiency standards
With the national and global thrust on energy efficiency, Danfoss India has energy-efficient technologies to achieve their sustainability goals. This
set up the Psychrometric (PSR) lab, which tests products for energy initiative will further support the air-conditioning and refrigeration industry
efficiency standards and has the potential to redefine manufacturing and in developing new innovative energy efficient products,” said Mathur.
designing of energy efficient
With a customer-centric approach to
products in India, thereby, meeting
designing customised applications, the lab
global standards of quality and
has been built to provide testing of air
reliability.
conditioners, chillers and other refrigeration
Inaugurated by Dr Ajay Mathur,
equipment for relevant international
Director General, Bureau of Energy
standards such as IS, ISO 5051, AHRI and
Efficiency, Danfoss India’s Platinum
AHRI 550/590 among others.
LEED rated Oragadam campus on
Speaking on this occasion, Ravichandran
Danfoss Tech Day, the lab is seen as
Purushothaman, President, Danfoss India,
a step towards addressing India’s
said, “We are consistently helping
energy security through energy
stakeholders to make more with less, and
efficiency, by helping stakeholders
the investment in this lab further reinforces
in performance testing of their air
our commitment. Danfoss invests 4.3% of
conditioning components that
the net sales into innovation globally. This
contribute to maximum load on The lab is built to provide testing of air conditioners, chillers and other
ensures focus of our R&D efforts into
refrigeration equipment
power grids.
realising some of the best, new to the
“Energy saved today will ultimately
world energy solutions that not only
serve as the alternate fuel to power both today’s unserved homes and address our customer requirements, but also help us empower them to
tomorrow’s needs. Industries are a key pivot of our GDP and Danfoss, by contribute positively towards energy security.”
> MORE@CLICK EM01840 | www.efficientmanufacturing.in
investing in the psychrometric lab, has set the direction towards embracing
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“An upward manufacturing
opportunity in India”
...says Ravinder Chander Prem, Chief Operating Officer, Forbes & Company Limited –
Engineering Division. In this interview with Maria Jerin, he discusses the latest cutting tool
solutions to meet the market challenges and trends in the cutting tool sector.

How do you look at the current scenario in the cutting tool /
machine tool industry in India? What are the major challenges
in the industry?
The current economy trend is temporary and India has huge
upward manufacturing opportunity. The
‘Make in India’ campaign will give a booster
to the manufacturing sector. Automotive,
defence and infrastructure sectors such as
power & railways are poised for the next
level of growth. Global economic scenario
has given India a big advantage and this will
certainly help the machine tool & cutting
tool industry to grow. Having said that,
OEMs are feeling the heat due to reduced
consumption. They have to drive down costs
and at the same time improve performance.
The spiral effect is faced by the cutting tool
industry. There his an increased pressure
to perform better, be consistent, deliver on
time, keep on innovating and simultaneously
cut down on prices.
Can you brief us on your company’s precision cutting tools
under the brandname of TOTEM?
We have been serving the manufacturing industry for over
50 years with our precision cutting tools. With a thrust on
design & development, extensive resources are being allocated
to upgrade the products to meet future requirements of
the Indian and global customers. We have expanded our
product portfolio to include solid carbide drills and end mills
for custom-specific applications. Our focus area remains
automotive, aerospace, defence, power and medical to cater
to their niche requirements.
Customers are demanding longer tool life, better productivity
& quality when it comes to cutting tool. Brief us on the
developments in your company to meet this demand?
It is not the customer but the industry, as a whole, who are
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looking for cost-efficient solutions. It is our endeavour to
invest in design & development, so that we offer our customers
reliable products, which have value for money. Our team is
well-equipped to handle the challenges that the future holds.
Can you highlight on your company’s
initiatives in making cutting tool technology
affordable to Indian SMEs with optimum cost
and productivity?
We, at Forbes, have a comprehensive and
complete portfolio of round tools enabling
us to act as a one-stop solution to serve
the Indian SMEs. It is not just the cost,
but product performance with reliability,
which forms the core to serve the SMEs. We
have the advantage of in-house production,
which gives us complete control over costs,
helping us pass on the cost-advantage and
be price-competitive.
What are the latest cutting tool solutions from your company
in the offing, in India as well as globally?
We have launched our high performance taps in powder
metallurgy (HSSE PM) and solid carbide tool series for
working on difficult-to-machine material such as titanium,
inconel and stainless steel. Special coatings have helped us
gain market share and we have had great feedback from the
mature machining economies. All the new developments are
considering the focus on automotive & aerospace industry.
Can you elaborate on your company’s future plans to accelerate
growth and enhance market share in the cutting tool segment?
We have a two-pronged approach to growth strategy. One
is to increase penetration in the domestic market and
second to increase market presence worldwide. Customised
solution is the driving factor, which will help us succeed over
competition. ☐
> MORE@CLICK EM01841 | www.efficientmanufacturing.in
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“The trend is towards more
flexible machines”
Rajesh Ghashi, Managing Director, Chiron India Machine Tools, in this interaction
with Megha Roy, discusses the need to provide flexible machines, while emphasising
the changing machine tool dynamics in India
What are the emerging trends in industries like aerospace,
automotive, medical and precision technology?
When it comes to automotive components, we are slowly
coming to stringent emission norms in automotive industry.
Today, everybody wants to have lesser
weights in order to have lesser emissions,
high speeds and higher efficiency of their
vehicles. The parts are getting combined
and complex to manufacture; there is also
use of advance special materials. Parts
are getting combined, for example, in the
exhaust system today you see the manifold is
combined with the turbine housing known as
the integrated manifold. There are no joints,
the part weighs lesser than earlier, but makes
machining quite complex. Also, quality and
precision requirements are getting higher and
tighter. So, there is not much requirement for
dedicated machines, but very high-precision
standard CNC machines that are flexible. The
trend is towards more standard flexible machines now. Since
there are so many variants of cars introduced, the life span of
components is changing quite often, say in 2-3 years. With this
change there is a change in the part configuration and then
you need flexible machines that can accommodate these parts
to be machined.
In aerospace, the components and investments are pricesensitive. In medical applications, we have observed that
many people are not into the process of end-finishing the
product. Most parts produced in this industry are semifinished, and they may not require high-precision machines.
So, the quality requirements are compromised. But overall,
there is a demand for quality, precision and flexible machines
in every sector now.
Can you brief us on the major turnkey solutions offered by
your company?
We are manufacturing very high precision & high productive
machining centres, for watch-making, jewelry, medical and
aerospace industry sectors. However, majority of our sales
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comes from the automotive industry. We manufacture vertical
machining centres with single spindle machines. For higher
volumes, we manufacture two-spindle and four-spindle
machines too. More than 50% of our business comes from
automotive industry. Here, we have more
volumes, wherein we justify our solutions.
Most of our machines are turnkey-based
machines. We have expertised ourselves with
components like engine parts, turbo charges,
rail for common rails, injector bodies,
turbine housing, brake parts & calipers. We
have also developed flexible solutions for
fuel delivery system like turbo charger parts,
pump housing, etc.
Can you brief us on the major recent
technological
developments
in
your
company?
Our machines are based on modular
concept. Considering the challenges in the
current market scenario, we have introduced our mill-turn
centres, where we are flexible in providing solutions in a single
clamping. For aerospace industry, we have come up with a
good solution for floor beams, housings, wing parts, extruded
parts etc, where we provide machines up to 6 metres. We also
have 5-axis solutions and machines with integrated 4th and 5th
axis, swivel head machines.
Do you think the Indian machine tool industry is keeping at par
with the global standards?
According to me, the Indian machine tool industry is
becoming more global now. It is developing technologies to be
looked upon. The industry has taken up challenges and today,
good quality machines are built here in India. Earlier, there
were only standard machines provided at a cost. But, now the
industry is offering more customised solutions. The industry
has evolved to become manufacturing solution providers.
To shape technology progress, the industry is also helping
customers educate on the right process and technology. ☐
> MORE@CLICK EM01842 | www.efficientmanufacturing.in
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“Offering economic shrinking technology”
...says Makarand Dande, Managing Director, Haimer India, in an interaction with Maria Jerin,
while discussing his company’s initiative in making technology affordable and customised
for the Indian market, and highlights the offering of modular cutting tool systems.

What are the recent developments in tool clamping solutions
globally, and in India? What are the opportunities and challenges
faced in this industry?
During the past few years, we’ve seen that shrinking technology
is aligning more and more towards the standard for clamping
of cylindrical shank tools. The benefit of the system is just
obvious, it provides the perfect combination
of easy handling and accuracy. The key
advantages include minimised runout,
reduced unbalance and the unbeatable
clamping repeatability. For the Indian market
specifically, the developments are following
this worldwide technology trend. We try to
be always ahead with our innovations, such
as the Power Shrink or Heavy Duty line, our
patented pull-out protection Safe-Lock or
our cooling system Cool Flash.
Your company is offering innovative solutions
in a variety of product range (balancing,
shrinking, tooling & measuring technology).
Which ones do you think have major potential
in India?
Shrinking still got the biggest share in our Indian sales, but
we see more and more customers showing big interest in our
balancing technology. We also see that in the wide market
there are a lot of manufacturers who are not aware of this
technology and the advantages they could achieve with it. The
solution is quite easy and as far as Asia, USA and Europe are
concerned, balancing technology is developing to become a
regular element of each tooling room. We see this trend for
India, too.
Do you think the Indian mindset is open to experimenting the
latest technology changes? How is your company’s experience in
this area? How do you cater to SME needs?
Many times, I see the situation that small companies would
actually be very interested in new technology, but in fact, their
budget is too limited for the next step. Of course, the machine
tool is the main investment, however at least another 15% of
the machine tool budget should be invested for the tooling
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equipment. For that reason, we try to adapt our product
portfolio to the expectation of the Indian market more and
more. For example, we have come up with a really economic
shrink fit machine, the Power Clamp Mini.
Can you highlight on the modular cutting tool systems, safelock and duo-lock? How is it catching up in the
Indian market?
The Safe-Lock technology is already
widespread. About 8 years ago, we launched
this new generation of Pull-Out protection
system and within just a few years, all the
cutting tool manufacturers in our industry
became our license partners. For Duo-Lock,
we’re just at the beginning of this progress. In
cooperation with Kennametal, we developed
this revolutionary modular system with a very
rigid interface, which is nearly unbreakable.
With Duo-Lock, one can achieve the same
cutting data as with most solid end mills.
What is your company’s initiative in making
technology affordable and customised for the Indian market?
Our company has become world-market leader for shrink-fit
and tool balancing technology not because of a price-driven
policy, but because of a 100% quality. For the same reason, we
invest every year up to 8% of our turnover into R&D in order
to always be ahead of the market, 100% developed, designed
and manufactured in Germany.
What is your outlook on the potential for tooling solutions in
the Indian industry? What are your company’s expansion and
growth plans for the Indian market?
Although the basic economic situation in India wasn’t that
promising the last few years, Haimer India has expanded
consistently and we’re very optimistic to keep the same tendency
for the next years as well. We target to expand our presence
in various areas all over India and want to open several local
technology centres to support our customers and partners on
an even more convenient way. ☐
> MORE@CLICK EM01843 | www.efficientmanufacturing.in
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FACTORY OF THE FUTURE

The Airbus way of manufacturing
The latest techniques, designs and equipment mean that modern
manufacturing is highly efficient, organised and structured.
Exploring a new aircraft in virtual reality and using advanced
digital technologies on the shop floor; production lines where
computer-suited personnel and robots work side by side; 3D printers
producing prototypes and series components – Airbus Group is
making huge inroads in this area, turning ideas into reality.
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The Realistic Human Ergonomic
Analysis (RHEA) tool

The automation of assembly line processes is one of the
main areas of change in the factory of the future. Part of this
trend is the progressive introduction of smart robots to
perform repetitive tasks, freeing up employees to assume
functions requiring a greater skill or more tasks. Both Airbus
and Airbus Helicopters are increasingly using the help of
computerised co-workers capable of functioning safely
alongside their human colleagues.

Redefining ‘teammates’
Airbus has identified seven lines of work to optimise its
industrial system by 2020. One key area is the increased use of
automated techniques, which are already saving time in the
traditional processes for identifying and diagnosing faults,
issues or defects on the aircraft production line. And Airbus is
going a step further, incrementally releasing robotic applications
every year or so from 2015 onwards. These include lightweight
robots and small machining systems designed to handle
specific tasks.
“First we introduced safe, lightweight robots with a single
arm, capable of autonomously moving around inside the
aircraft to streamline installation of brackets in the fuselage,”
explains Bernard Duprieu from Airbus Research & Technology.
“Robots will not replace human workers. We’re looking at
automation systems for high-volume repetitive activities where
our workers bring no added value. Most processes will still be
carried out by people”, he added.

Exoskeletons for assembly
As part of its future vision, Airbus is also looking at
boosting workers’ abilities, helping them to lift heavy loads or
work in difficult spaces. “We are developing a wearable robotic
device, or exoskeleton,” says Duprieu. “This uses a light and
soft frame, based on the Steadicam harness used by cameramen,
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and can help the wearer manipulate certain elements by
improving the ergonomic conditions.”

Painting and testing fuselages
The introduction of robots at Airbus Helicopters is being
accelerated by technological improvements. New units will
be programmed to move independently throughout the
workshop without disrupting or potentially harming their
human co-workers.
The Division’s Aeronautical Factory of the Future research
programme is studying the application of collaborative robots
to perform waterproofing tests on fuselages, doors and
windows – a meticulous process that is taxing on the human
body. The robot would track the entire perimeter of the part,
centimetre by centimetre, recording and listening for noise
that would indicate a leak or hole in the airframe. Another area
being explored for greater automation is in the manufacture of
helicopter blades’ skin. The skin requires the highest levels of
precision, and the Division is testing a robot prototype to
perform this task.
Airbus Helicopters also plans to use robots to paint complex
decorations and markings on helicopters, and to apply coatings
on primary parts like the rotor hub. “With robots, we will
optimise the finishing painting workflow – from green surface
preparation to curing the final topcoat – with low energy
consumption. This will help us to optimise weight and cycle
savings,” says Georges-Eric Moufle, leading the ‘Aeronautical
Factory of the Future’ project at Airbus Helicopters.

Digitalisation on the shop floor
Today, digital mock-ups, laser projections over aircraft
bodies and complex 3D environments are fully integrated into
the aerospace industry. Beyond virtual reality’s use during the
design and development phases, workers across Airbus Group
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Exoskeleton (© Martial Petit, Airbus Helicopters)

are proving its benefits in the production processes, whether
by wearing special goggles, helmet-mounted displays, or even
as an artificial avatar in a virtual environment.

New dimension with the A350 XWB
Paper sketches are a thing of the past – today’s aircraft are
entirely designed in the digital world. For example, a 3D
geometric data model represents the aircraft in a digital mockup, which is the master for the aircraft’s production process.
The management of the A350 XWB lifecycle, for example,
involves the creation of a virtual environment with a size and
complexity never before seen in the industry. This environment
has 30,000 registered users, and around 10,000 people –
including engineers from both Airbus and the supply chain –
use it on a daily basis to access detailed, up-to-date information
on the programme. As part of the design and development of
this aircraft, Airbus also used the Realistic Human Ergonomic
Analysis (RHEA) tool. This enabled operators to ‘enter’ and
interact with a full-scale 3D digital model of the A350 XWB.
Airbus Helicopters is also exploring the potential of virtual
reality with RHEA to perform maintenance and testing tasks
that are painful for the human body, to assess if a job is feasible
and to train workers.

MiRA – Mixed Reality Application: time-saving
navigation
MiRA was the logical next step at Airbus. It is a smart and
easy-to-use tool that integrates the digital mock-up into the
production environment by providing access to the 3D model
to the people who directly work with the aircraft.
The device is a cross between a tablet PC and a specially
developed sensor pack with software. The pack detects the
operator’s movements and streams and captures video from
the real environment. In this way, MiRA allows the user to
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access the 3D model of the aircraft from any perspective,
navigating from his chosen angle using a geo-location device
connected to the plane, and provides additional system
information to facilitate production work. User feedback is
also incorporated into the digital aircraft mock-up and can be
accessed by the engineering teams.
“MiRA links a real object with its digital genome,
transforming reality into an interactive world in which
information about the object can be directly accessed,” says
Nicolas Chevassus, Head of Industrial Processes at Airbus
Group Innovations.
MiRA is now used on the A380 and A350 XWB production
lines to check the secondary structural brackets that hold
systems such as hydraulics and pipes in place. With the use of
MiRA, inspection time for the 60,000-80,000 brackets in the
A380 fuselage has dropped from 3 weeks to just 3 days.
At the same time, Airbus Helicopters is experimenting with
‘intelligent’ devices that utilise MiRA. One example of a tool
that the Division is piloting is similar to an industrial version
of Google Glass, integrating MiRA technology, which gives
workers more information and better instructions. This tool is
expected to enter service in 2015.

Smart production
The use of smartphones is not commonplace in Airbus
assembly lines, but in the factory of the future digital technology
will be introduced everywhere. The Division’s ‘smart workshop’
concept uses intelligent production tools to quickly capture
and log data, eliminating potential errors. The research
manufacturing team is developing building blocks like data
format, communication exchange technology and a ‘techno
store’ – a software and hardware library to distribute these
tools throughout the plants.
The team is also considering how to streamline processes
in the smart workshop. Using features like finger- or eye-
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Electronic jigboard (© Serge Pittau, Airbus Helicopters)

tracking, voice control and projecting work-instruction images
in 3D over a structure enables workers to operate efficiently
without being encumbered. “The ‘techno store’ concept is
inspired by the way smartphones can be customised using apps
and hardware. It should enable labs and companies to develop
hardware and apps directly compatible with our shop-floor
applications, just like Apple and Google are doing with the
worldwide developers who feed their stores”, informs Bernard
Duprieu.

Introducing lasers saves time and results in better quality, as
the artists are sure of the exact location and shape of the
designs. “We aim to automate the manufacturing of parts like
blades and rotors with robust, efficient processes that absorb
all the deviations that occur during production. We will rely on
digital tools to track all elements of the production process,
and to see and correct any deviations in real time”, says
Georges-Eric Moufle, Leader of the ‘Aeronautical Factory of
the Future’ project at Airbus Helicopters.

The digital workroom

3D printing

Airbus Helicopters has also introduced its ‘digital factory’
concept for new programmes such as the forthcoming X4. The
Division has put in place a solution that helps it optimise the
sequencing of parts assembly by simulating the process for a
particular part in a workflow, completely synchronised with
the design office: the design office sends the Digital Mock-Up
(DMU) to the shop floor, which is then sequenced using the
digital factory technology.
Another recent development at Airbus Helicopters is the
electronic jigboard. When working on a prototype in the past,
operators had to extract the data from the DMU, print the
prototype jigboard and then have electrical workers manually
install wires on the mock-up. Today, thanks to new software,
instead of printing the prototype jigboard, a digital version is
now projected onto a screen. Workers then use an iPad to
assemble the harness, highlighting the complex route that the
wires must take on screen.
Together with these new initiatives, Airbus Helicopters has
already made big strides in optimising the painting process
thanks to digitalisation. For example, camouflage designs on
the Tiger and NH90 helicopters today are projected from the
DMU onto the fuselage with lasers, while workers inside the
booth paint the design in real time. In the past, these shapes
were drawn on the aircraft body and painted by hand.

Across the Airbus Group, numerous projects are
accelerating the development of 3D printing to produce
prototypes and series components, potentially delivering
cheaper and lighter parts. And 3D printing can also be of
great help in assembly lines to avoid outstanding work and
achieve greater efficiency in production. “3D printing is the
dream of any engineer. You have an idea, you print overnight
and the next morning you have a new part in your hands”,
says Rainer Rauh, Global Innovation Manager at Airbus
Group’s Corporate Technical Office.
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What is 3D printing?
The 3D printing process, also called Additive Layer
Manufacturing (ALM), offers a completely new approach to
production. Instead of obtaining a part by cutting away a solid
block of material, it works from the inside out, building the
part layer by layer.
3D printing makes it simpler to produce very complex
shapes: an electron or laser beam is used to model the desired
material according to a computer-generated design. Therefore,
parts designed for and manufactured by ALM can have a
natural and topologically optimised shape, which would be
impossible if producing them from a solid block of material.
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A330 and A340 jetliners produced on
Airbus’s final assembly line at Toulouse/
Blagnac Airport are in operational service
with carriers around the world

3D printed parts in aircraft, satellites and UAVs
Airbus Group has started using ALM for tooling,
prototyping, making parts for test flights and also for parts
that will fly on commercial aircraft. Components produced
with this method are beginning to appear on a range of the
Company’s aircraft, from the next-generation A350 XWB to
in-service jetliners that form the cornerstone of the A300/
A310 Family.

ALM in the line: print and go
Beyond its use to build parts that are already flying, Airbus
Group is looking at using ALM technology to avoid outstanding
work during the manufacturing process. “Each time we have a
missing part at assembly level it causes a significant disturbance
and costs money for us to recover. ALM can be used to
manufacture missing and non-standard parts fast in low
quantities,” says Bernard Duprieu. Duprieu’s team is currently
producing a number of flying plastic components and by the
end of 2015 they will manufacture certified titanium parts.
Following this, the team expects to produce ALM aluminium
and superalloy parts. Meanwhile, Duprieu’s colleague at Airbus
Group Innovations, Rainer Rauh, is one of the coordinators of
a trans-Divisional team whose overall target is to achieve
highly efficient production. This group of experts is exploring
titanium powder, aluminium alloys, nickel and plastic as the
raw materials for ALM. The goal is to obtain a very cheap
powder to serve as the raw material for designing more and
more parts.

Integrated production
The goal of getting products right first time means
delivering parts that are flawless from the start and having
leaner processes based on an end-to-end approach to the
industrial system. While for commercial aircraft the maturity
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of new manufacturing technologies introduced in series
production is key, for military aircraft and helicopters there is
an additional need for flexibility and modularity in the line.

Coping with increased demand
Advances in manufacturing are of vital importance in
order to keep up with record production levels: in 2013 alone,
Airbus delivered 626 aircraft. An integrated, holistic approach
to the industrial systems is already key to coping with
increasing manufacturing rates. “With such high production
levels, we need the right maturity to avoid disturbances later
on,” says Lionel Picouet, Head of Industrial R&T at Airbus.
For example, in the A320neo programme – whose first flight
was scheduled for late 2014 – the system’s robustness was
tested before production started. “We’re also setting up a preproduction line where we can integrate new technologies and
assess their capabilities before we put them into production,”
adds Picouet.
As opposed to the serialised processes at Airbus, for the
military aircraft segment of Airbus Defence and Space the
industrial system is based on the manufacture of small series
developments. Production involves different versions of the
same aircraft, which ultimately require larger customisation
that strikes a balance between flexibility and automation. With
production rates of around 20 small and medium transport
aircraft – the C295 and C235 – a month, the teams working on
this solution are concentrating their efforts in several different
projects:
t Collaborative engineering and industrial digital mock-ups
t /FXUFDIOPMPHJFTGPSBTTFNCMZ
t -BTFSQSPKFDUFEJOTUSVDUJPOTJO%GPSTIPQGMPPSPQFSBUPST
t %FWFMPQNFOU PG HSPVOE UFTU TZTUFNT GPS GVUVSF QSPEVDUT
and disruptive technologies. ☐
The article was first published on www.airbusgroup.com
> MORE@CLICK EM01844 | www.efficientmanufacturing.in
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“We are open to collaborations in India”
Multi-tasking machine is, today, a prerequisite to meet the varied market demands worldwide.
Jose Nicolas Correa, President, Nicolás Correa, SA, in this interview with Shekhar Jitkar and
Megha Roy, talks about the need to have dynamic machines that not only suffices customer demands,
but also make machining more effective. Excerpts…
How has been the performance of your company, globally?
Which markets do you see the most promising ones for your
business growth?
We have had difficult times since the 2009 crisis due to which
our sales came down globally. We suffered the most in North
America and China. We have been able to overcome this
situation in the past few years. Although, the stock market has
been very volatile this year, 2015 has been a stable year for us.
However, I believe there is still room for improvement.
In terms of business growth, Germany and China are the
largest markets for us in the world. Some European markets,
like the Spanish market is also growing. Talking about the
market segments, we have seen important developments in
the aircraft industry of Europe, which is booming. Majority
of our customers are making tools and parts for the aircraft
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industry. So, we are seeing growing business from the aircraft
industry. In addition, the energy sector is moving rapidly. As
far as India is concerned, there is a promising potential in
the Indian railways sector, not only in terms of traditional
transportation, but also for high-speed trains. Thus, we expect
a great opportunity for us to make different components like
coaches for Indian railways. I see the overall demand situation
quite positive in India.
Today, customers not only demand machines with superior
features, but also the guarantee for RoI with significant
benefits in increased productivity. How does Nicolás
Correa align its resources and expertise to fulfil these
requirements?
There is an acute need for dynamic machines these days,
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“There is a promising potential in the Indian
railways sector, not only in terms of traditional
transportation, but also for high-speed trains”
Jose Nicolas Correa

which enable the machines to be operated in shorter time. In
addition, reliability is an important paratmeter for customer’s
satisfaction. As such, our goal is to make dynamic and reliable
machines for our customers to avoid the unnecessary stoppages
in machines. Therefore, we use our CNC controls, because we
want to supply machines that we know well. Our engineering
team also works towards developing machines with higher uptime and there is a continuous feedback mechanism from our
customers for productivity improvements.
Brief us on the technology trends in machine tools, milling
machines in particular. What kind of innovations are
expected from your company in the near future?
Machine tool technology, particularly in milling machines,
is going more dynamic. Customers are looking for machines
to be rapid in placements and movements. The demand for
machines with more precisión is increasing. Multi-tasking
machines can fulfil these requirements today, for example,
machines that can do both milling and turning operations.
Earlier, cutsomers bought different machines for different
purposes and applications. Now, a single machine suffices all
the requirements, which saves cost and time.
In terms of innovation, we believe to make things by
ourselves, rather than following others. We want to lead the
way in milling operations. Currently, we are offering new,
dynamic multi-tasking machines. We are also showcasing a
milling & turning machine in EMO Milano 2015. Besides,
we are re-structuring the number of models that we make.
We are working towards the performance of our machines
for making quicker & faster machines. In the near future,
we plan to make multi-tasking machines with more features.
Besides milling operations, we want to come up with grinding
operations, in future.
How do you take care of ensuring the lifecycle of machining
technologies? What are the services offered by your company
in this area?
The lifecycle of machining technologies is becoming shorter
and shorter. Earlier, companies were buying machines that
were expected to work for decades. But it is changing now.
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Today, endusers are asking for shorter payback machines
(maximum 2 years). They are investing more in such kind of
machines and looking for more effective & flexible machining
technologies. So, we will have to work towards supplying
them these kind of machines with technologies and features
fulfilling their expectations. There will be a lot of changes in
the coming years in machining technologies and we are all set
to take care of those.
Our goal is to make customers profitable. New approaches
make customers more satisfied. In some cases, they know
better than us and they guide us accordingly, while in other
cases, we educate them on performing machining operations
more effectively. For example, we provide them with specific
tools that may help them improve their productivity. A
milling machine must mill as much as possible. We provide
pre-sales advice to our customers, even before they buy the
machines. This includes advising them on investment plans
and choosing the correct approach and toolings for running
the machining operations.
In addition, we also continuously upgrade our service
engineers on the latest technologies available. We have
our standard cycle for visiting customers. Our engineers
interacting with customers regularly, helps to exchange
knowledge. For example, if there is an engine block to
be manufactured, our engineers visit the customers and
advises them on the number of set-ups required to reduce
the cycle times. There are also some customers who make
their machines run for 365 days, without carrying out the
preventive measures. That’s where we come in the picture.
Our service engineers visit them and shut down the machine
once a month to take care of the maintenance activities. We
take up annual maintenance services too.
What are your strategic plans for India?
We are open to industrial collaborations in India. We are
already in talks with some companies currently for joint
co-operations. The technical co-operations will help bring
significant investments in India and tap the growing business
potential in the Indian market. ☐
> MORE@CLICK EM01845 | www.efficientmanufacturing.in
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Tooling up for efficiency
Cutting tool technology has advanced dramatically, and the right
choice of tooling, today, can fundamentally transform the process.
The round-table discusses an in-depth know-how on how cutting
tools are leading to greater productivity and efficiency.
In the metal cutting industry, there is always a need to
adopt advanced technology to respond to changing demands
and more challenging workpiece materials. The workpieces
today are evolving faster and more dramatically than the
machine tools that cut them. They are not just evolving in the
same incremental way, but, are fundamentally changing. The
feature discusses an in-depth know-how on how cutting tools
are leading to greater productivity and efficiency. Sharing their
expertise on this technology are industry leaders Prashant
Sardeshmukh, Director, MMC Hardmetal India; BC Rao,
Managing Director, Kennametal India; L Krishnan, Managing
Director, TaeguTec India and S G Ullal, CEO, Emuge India.
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Market demand
Today, Indian customers to maintain their competitive
advantage are looking at cutting tools that can perform in
demanding environment. Emphasising this, Rao says, “We
see that the industry is slowly moving from cost of the tool to
cost per component. Customers today are more open to
outsource activities related to tooling to a third party / tooling
supplier to get complete tooling solutions or services. This
has forced the cutting tool suppliers to invest resources in
India and in some cases, setting up manufacturing facilities
to remain competitive.”
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“Users should not hesitate to
consult experts and trained
personnel to get best guidance
on optimum application”
L Krishnan,
Managing Director,
TaeguTec India

“High temperature alloys, and
composite materials are on
demand to increase the
resilience of the product”
Prashant Sardeshmukh,
Director,
MMC Hardmetal India

However, taking a different approach, Sardeshmukh
observes that currently Indian manufacturing industry is
going through a tough phase, while upcoming projects are
looking for high-tech ultra-modern tooling solutions. He
further says, “Existing customers who are facing sluggish
demands are requesting us to provide low-cost solutions.
Hence, cutting tools suppliers need to have total solutions in
their product basket.” On similar lines, Krishnan opines,
“Manufacturing industry, over the last 18-24 months, has not
shown consistent growth. While some segments are showing
trends of recovery, the same cannot be said across the board.
When we see it in totality, we don’t see a big growth yet in the
country. This is affecting cutting tool manufacturers; however,
customers continue to look out for options to improve process
and cut down manufacturing cost.”
On the other hand, Ullal believes that the cutting tool
segment is witnessing a mixed trend in the market today. He
further adds, “Though the overall long-term sentiments are
positive, the majority of the industry is still bogged down
by uncertainty and the demand is sluggish. However, there
are areas where we are witnessing a surge in demand for
tools, especially, in high-end applications and critical
development projects.”
On a promising note, Rao shares, “India is a growing
economy with a greater demand for cutting tools. We see
most of the global cutting tool suppliers operating in India.
The ‘Make in India’ initiative is encouraging and acting as a
catalyst to move industries in this direction of investment.
Raise in the country’s capacity for power generation,
investment in railways & defense are also acting as key
demand drivers of cutting tools.”
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Meeting customers’ requirements
Conventionally, the metal cutting industry was governed
by machining of alloy steel, cast iron & aluminium alloys.
But, due to strict environmental policies, higher demands
and to increase the resilience of the product, work materials
are changing. Addressing these changing demands,
Sardeshmukh says, “High temperature alloys, high strength
materials or composite materials are on demand. To cope up
with these changes, MMC Japan is investing handsome
amount of revenue in R&D to launch new grades, geometries
or coating technologies.”
Rao believes that technology is perhaps the greatest agent
of change in the modern world. He further avers, “The
manufacturing sector, being the largest consumer of cutting
tools is always on the lookout for innovative and highly
productive tools that can bring down the manufacturing cost.
Customers are constantly upgrading with higher capability
machines. To meet the most demanding metal cutting
environment, cutting tool manufacturers are continuously
working on new coatings & tool geometries that are capable
of working at higher parameters or provide longer tool life.
There is also a lot of focus on pre and post coat treatment on
cutting tools to enhance the performance. Today, we see a
greater demand for super-hard (ceramic, PCD, CBN) tools
for meeting stringent quality requirements, along with the
capability of working at elevated cutting speeds.”
According to Ullal, there is a need to develop knowledge
of tool engineering. On encountering everyday challenges
with newer developments in the workpiece materials, he
adds, “With the industry moving ahead the development of
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“The challenges lie in
understanding the behaviour
of tool on the material in the
actual machining condition”
S G Ullal,
CEO,
EMUGE India

“Customers today are more
open to outsource activities to
a tooling supplier to get
complete tooling solutions”
BC Rao,
Managing Director,
Kennametal India

components with advanced materials, the challenges lie in
understanding the behaviour of tool on the material in the
actual machining condition. This calls for advanced
knowledge of tool engineering to create newer geometries or
adapt the existing geometries to tackle the challenges posed
by the workpiece materials.” Further, commenting on the
challenges in machining different work piece materials, he
adds, “Aerospace segment uses different grades of titanium,
inconel, stainless steel that are challenging to machine. Even
in automotive segment, critical components related to fuel
injection and turbo chargers use materials that are difficult to
machine. The cutting tool industry is constantly coming out
with latest innovation & technology products to address the
market requirements of the user industry.”
While sharing his thoughts on machining with different
workpiece materials, Krishnan believes that every industry,
be it automotive or aerospace, or any other segment for that
matter, is working towards improving the efficiency of their
offerings to customers. Citing an example, he says, “If we take
fuel efficiency/emission, the pressures and temperatures
involved in many engine components are increasing.
Consequently more and more high-nickel & high-chromium
alloys are being used. The cutting tool players are also
constantly innovating with newer grades and geometries to
meet such challenges.”

Providing integrated solution
Focusing on new developments in the cutting tool
industry, with increasing usage of CNC machines in
manufacturing, Rao says, “We see a higher demand for
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solutions that increase productivity. There is always a need
for cutting tools that are capable of meeting these
requirements. This is best realised when machines work in
sync with CAM and cutting tool. We have seen that there is a
constant development in CAD/CAM that leads to better
utilisation of machine and cutting tools.” Further adding, he
says, “Customers work with machine tool builders to buy
completely tooled-up machine which are capable of producing
parts within a given cycle time. This is accomplished by
coordination form CAD/CAM and cutting tools.”
On similar lines, Sardeshmukh opines, “There is always a
good relation between machine tool builders, CAD/CAM
and cutting tool industries, as the combination of these three
will provide the best result for our customers.” Emphasising
on this partnership, between machine tool industry and
cutting tool industry to work together, Krishnan says, “We
realise the synergies of our knowledge and competence in
providing optimal turnkey solutions. This partnership
continues; wherever necessary, CAD/CAM players also join
in these projects.” Suggesting the benefits on this, Ullal adds,
“Partnering with machine tool builders helps in understanding
the challenges at hand and a collective approach with the
involvement of CAD/CAM suppliers creates a win-win
situation for all. By providing an integrated solution, the
customer can not only get the best possible tooling solution
up front, but also get improved machining strategies for
lateral implementation in his shop.”

Improving tooling performance
To improve the performance of tools in metal cutting
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applications, cutting tool manufacturers are constantly
working on tool geometry, tool material and coatings.
Emplacing this, Sardeshmukh says, “With our core strengths
in developing varieties of cutting tool materials and coatings,
opportunities are plenty. Application-oriented tungsten
carbide grades & specialised tool materials like cermet with a
hardened surface layer obtained by a special sintering process
or CBN with ‘Particle Activated Sintering’ are developed for
achieving higher tool life.” Adding his thoughts on the same,
Rao shares, “Today the components coming to Indian
manufacturing sector are more challenging in their quality
parameters and as India becomes more and more global, we
see this trend going up. To meet these norms we are improving
product consistency and reliability in performance. Cutting
tool manufacturers are bringing automation and focusing on
micro & macro geometry/structure as well as focusing on pre
& post coat operations to provide superior performance.”
Krishnan signifies that the development of cutting tool
materials and geometries is driven by demands from user
industries, which are typically for several improvements

including tool life, chip breaking, better surface finish, to
name a few. He further says, “We are working on cutting
edges, coating technologies in CVD and PVD, special surface
treatment technologies to enhance the tool life. Our R&D
capabilities help us to design new optimal cutting tool
geometries. Cutting fluids are being used very largely in the
industry even now. However, use of MQL and dry machining
are on the rise.” Elaborating this, Rao avers, “Tungsten carbide
remains the most widely used cutting tool material. Also
there is increasing trend to use PCB, CBN and ceramics as
cutting tools materials. Due to environmental concerns we
also see increasing trend to do dry machining or use of MQL
technology. However, for drilling, reaming and turning of
exotic materials, customer still prefers to use coolant while
machining.”
Ullal stresses that, today, the challenge lies in giving
consistent tool life in the ever-changing workpiece materials
at the customers’ end. Most often than not, the customers
expect the same tool geometry to work consistently, even if
the base material has changed. He shares, “This calls for
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modification of tool geometries without much impact on
costs. This is the reason why we have a huge range of subgeometries, so that the right tool can be given to the customer
without impacting his costs adversely. During the course of
application study or recommendation of newer tools, we also
recommend usage of the right grade of cutting fluids for
extracting optimum tool life.” He further believes that to
extract the best out of a tool, the right coating is also a must.
“The latest coating technologies developed jointly by cutting
tool manufacturers and coating service providers, have
complimented the newer geometries of cutting tools
exceedingly well and have helped improve performance of
the tool even in the most of challenging and adverse conditions
with the better wear resistance properties” he adds.

Recommendations for the users
To achieve best results from a tool, Rao suggests the users
to follow the recommendation of cutting tool manufacturers
with regards to application guidelines. He avers, “Experts are
more willing to help customers with their suggestions on tool
selection and recommendation of optimal parameters for
their application. The key is to understand the need and
balance between productivity, tool life and parameters.” On
similar lines, Sardeshmukh states that having the best tool in
hand is one thing, but applying it for the optimum results
needs lot of up-gradation in technical know-how.
Contributing to the recommendations, Krishnan avers,
“It is upon users to gather a deeper understanding of products
and its features, so that deployment is appropriate and in line
to get the best out of the tool in terms of productivity and
tool life. Users should not hesitate to consult experts, trained
personnel and other knowledge resources to get best guidance
on optimum application and productivity.” Ullal highlights
that the best tool performance is a relative term, since it is
not only dependent on the tool geometry and coating but on
the environment in which it is used. He further adds, “For
achieving the best tool performance and improving the
overall productivity, we recommend our users to ensure
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adherence to recommended process parameters and try to
provide the best possible environment for machining of the
workpiece.”

The digital way
The whole world, irrespective of sector, is moving towards
digital platform to do business to be more effective in current
scenario. Even cutting tool suppliers are developing softwares/
apps based on cloud technology, which will help the users to
make right selection of products and applications with
minimal effort. Emphasising on the initiatives, Rao adds,
“The digital applications are available at fingertips today via
smart phones, tablets and desktop computers; this enables
customers to select tools right first time. In Kennametal, we
came up with a digital software called NOVO™ that enables &
guides the customer throughout the process of defining the
variables, mentioning the machining requirement and feature
on the component leading to selection of right tools with
reduced time & effort.” Taking the idea further, Sardeshmukh
adds, “Our website, www.mitsubishicarbide.com has all
technical solutions including cutting time calculations. This
definitely helps the process planning department to have a
fair judgement about the time required for various
applications.”
Adding his comments on digital application, Krishnan
informs, “Over the last 4-5 years, catalogues, technical
information and application data are available in various
digital forms including user guides on mobile phones. It helps
users to access appropriate and adequate information so that
selection is proved right on the very first attempt. This trend
will continue in the times to come.” Further, summing up on
the same, Ullal adds that the digital applications have the
ability to reduce the time gap between an enquiry to a tool
recommendation for standard workpiece material to almost
nil. “In the near future, the customer will interact with the
tooling specialist only for complex machining solutions,” he
concludes. ☐
> MORE@CLICK EM01846 | www.efficientmanufacturing.in
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Controlling mechanical loads in milling
The article explains how choices of tooling and cutting parameters
affect the generation, absorption, and management of heat in the
interrupted cutting conditions that characterises the milling process
Metal cutting generates temperatures as high as 800 to
900°C in the zone, where cutting edge deforms the workpiece
material and shears it away. In continuous turning operations,
the heating occurs in a steady linear fashion. In contrast, the
teeth of a milling cutter intermittently enters and exits the
workpiece material and the temperature of the cutting edges
alternately rises & falls.
The elements of the machining system absorb the heat
created in metal cutting. Typically, 10% of heat flows into
work-piece, 80% into cut chips and 10% into the tool. It is best
when the chips carry away most of the heat because high
temperatures shorten tool life and can damage the part being
machined.
The differing thermal conductivity of workpiece materials,
and other operational factors, has significant influence on the
distribution of heat, e.g. the thermal conductivity of super
alloys is poor. When machining workpieces with poor
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conductivity, an increased amount of heat transfers into the
tool. Further, harder materials produce more heat than softer
materials when machined. Higher cutting speeds increase the
production of heat, while higher feed rates broaden area of the
cutting edge that is subject to higher temperatures.

Arc of engagement
Due to the intermittent nature of milling process, cutting
teeth are generating heat for only a portion of the total
machining time. The percentage of time the teeth are cutting is
determined by the milling cutter’s arc of engagement, which is
influenced by the radial cutting depth and cutter diameter.
The various milling processes have differing arcs of
engagement. In slot milling, for instance, the workpiece
material surrounds half of the cutter during machining; the arc
of engagement is 100% of the tool diameter. The cutting edges
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Different arcs of engagement

spend half the machining time engaged in the cut and heat
builds up rapidly. That situation is distinct from side milling,
in which a relatively small percentage of the cutter is engaged
in the workpiece at any one time and the cutting edges have a
greater chance to dissipate heat to the air.
Carbide cutting tools, particularly, are composed of powder
metal that is hard but brittle. Temperatures higher than a
certain minimum level increase the toughness of powder metal
materials and reduce their tendency to fracture. In contrast,
when cutting temperatures are too low, the tool remains brittle
and the result is breakage, chipping, or edge buildup. The goal
is to maintain an ideal zone of cutting temperatures.

Chip thickness and thermal issues
Chip thickness affects thermal conditions and tool life at
both extremes. If chips are too thick, the resulting heavy loads
can generate excessive heat and chip, or break the cutting
edges. When chips are too thin, cutting takes place on a smaller
portion of the cutting edge and increased friction and heat
results in rapid wear. The chips produced in milling continually
change in thickness as the cutting edge enters and exits the
workpiece. Consequently, tooling suppliers utilise the concept
of “average chip thickness” to calculate cutter feed rates that
will maintain the most productive thicknesses.
Determining the correct feed rate involves factors including
the cutter’s arc of engagement or radial depth of cut and the
cutting edge angle of the cutting edges. The greater the arc of
engagement, the lower the feed rate required to generate the
desired average chip thickness.
Similarly, with lesser cutter engagement, the feed rate must
be higher to achieve the same chip thickness. The cutting edge
angle of the cutter also affects feed requirements. Maximum
chip thickness occurs with a cutting edge angle of 90°, so lesser
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cutting edge angles require a higher feed rate to achieve the
same average chip thickness.
To keep the chip thickness and temperatures in the cutting
zone at the same value as those for a fully engaged cutter, tool
suppliers have developed compensation factors that call for
increasing cutting speeds as the percentage of cutter engagement
shrinks.
From a thermal load point of view, if the arc of engagement
is small, the time in cut may not be sufficient to generate the
minimum temperature needed to maximise tool life. Because
increasing cutting speed generally results in greater heat
generation, combining low arc of engagement with higher
cutting speed can help raise the cutting temperature to the
preferred level. Higher cutting speed also reduces the amount
of time the cutting edge is in contact with the chip, which in
turn, reduces the amount of heat that is transferred into the
tool. Overall, higher speeds also reduce machining time and
increase productivity.

Cutting edge geometry
The geometries of milling cutter and its teeth contribute to
the management of thermal loads. The basic geometry of the
cutter determines how the tool is positioned relative to the
workpiece. Cutters that position cutting edges at a positive
rake (with the top of the cutting tooth sloping back from the
workpiece material) produce lower cutting forces and generate
less heat, while also permitting use of higher cutting speeds.
However, a positive rake tool is weaker than a negative tool,
and the hardness and surface condition of the workpiece
material may dictate use of negative rake cutters. Negative rake
tools generate greater cutting forces and higher cutting
temperatures.
The geometry of the cutting edges themselves initiate and
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Small arc of engagement method

control the cutting action and cutting forces, and, thereby,
affect the generation of heat. The edge of the tool where it
meets the workpiece can be chamfered, rounded or sharp.
Chamfered or rounded edges are stronger, but produce higher
cutting forces and more heat. A sharp edge, while not quite as
strong, reduces cutting forces and runs cooler.
The T-land behind the cutting edge directs the chip and
can be positive or negative, with the same trade-off of lower
operating temperatures for the positive design against the
stronger but higher heat generating negative arrangement.
Since cutting action in milling is interrupted, chip control
features of milling tools generally are not as important as they
are in turning. However, depending on the workpiece material
and arc of engagement involved, energy involved in forming
and directing the chip can be significant. Tight or hardbreaking chip control geometries immediately curl the chip
and generate higher cutting forces and heat. More open chip
control geometries produce lower cutting forces and operating
temperatures, but may not be appropriate for use with some
combinations of workpiece material and cutting parameters.

Cooling questions
Manipulating coolant application is another way to manage
temperatures generated in metal cutting operations. Excessive
temperatures cause a cutting edge to wear rapidly or deform,
so heat must be controlled as quickly as possible.
To lower temperatures efficiently, cooling has to be directed
to the source of the heat. However, it is extremely difficult, if
not impossible, to inject coolant into the high-temperature
cutting zone, where pressure between the chip and cutting
edge is in the neighbourhood of 20,000 bar. In addition, coolant
evaporates instantly in such a severe environment.
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The benefits of compensation
Calculated compensation factors for milling operations
prescribe ways to vary cutting parameters in relation to cutter
engagement and, thereby, maintain desirable process
temperatures. Temperatures that are too low do not allow tool
material to operate at maximum toughness and built-up edges
may form conditions that lead to broken or chipped cutting
edges. Excessively high temperatures produce rapid edge wear
or tool deformation. Compensating by way of parameter
adjustments balances thermal and mechanical loads to optimise
tool life and productivity.
Application of compensation factors also facilitates
application of advanced milling strategies. For example, when
utilising high speed machining (HSM) methods that employ
small radial & axial cutting depths of cut, tool supplier
application guides recommend increased cutting speeds.
Without the higher, heat-generating speeds, the light cutting
edge engagement of HSM may not produce temperatures high
enough for optimal tool performance. Cutting parameters
adjusted for HSM increase metal removal rates significantly.
Cutting tools selected for HSM applications should feature
sharp cutting edges and be composed of hard cutting materials
that exhibit good wear resistance. Efficient chip evacuation is
crucial, especially for softer materials such as aluminium; tools
with large chip gullets or open flutes are recommended.
Hard milling strategies also benefit from parameter
adjustments that balance thermal and mechanical loads. As
hard milling generates a large amount of heat, reducing depth
of cut may be recommended. Providing the depth of cut and
feed remaining small, cutting speed can be used as a way to
optimise cutting data.
Machine tools employed in hard milling must exhibit
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rigidity and vibration-damping capability sufficient to permit
accurate machining under large cutting loads. Rigid toolholding
systems provide further strength and resistance to vibration,
and long extensions should be avoided if possible. Short, multiflute cutting tools also contribute to process stability.
High feed milling (HFM) strategies feature high feed per
cutting tooth balanced by small depths of cut and moderate
cutting speeds. This provides high metal removal rates with
cutting forces and power consumption lower than other
strategies. Bending loads on the tool are lower, reducing the
risk of vibration and enabling the use of longer, less rigid tools.
In high performance machining (HPM), axial and radial
depths of cut are maximised first, with feeds and cutting speeds
then chosen to minimise tool wear. The method achieves high
metal removal rates at lowest cost. HPM requires specifically
designed chip formers, strengthened cutting edges, and flutes
that efficiently evacuate chips. It is well suited to removal of
large volumes of material and the machining of difficult-to-cut
materials.
Simple adjustments of cutting speed or other parameters
will help control chip thickness and, thereby, thermal loads in
straightforward milling operations. However, it is difficult to
manipulate parameters to match the changing cutting
conditions present when milling complex contours. For
maximum productivity, advanced CAM software, combined
with powerful CNC technology possessing look-ahead
capabilities that can rapidly process large blocks of commands,
permits application of advanced milling strategies including
trochoidal toolpaths and corner peeling methods.

Conclusion
The multiple factors that together create the loads present
in metal cutting operations do not operate separately. They
influence each other throughout the machining operations.
This article has discussed thermal issues in milling operations
and how they relate to mechanical factors. Familiarity with the
individual elements that comprise metalcutting loads as well as
the overall results of their interaction will help manufacturers
optimise their machining processes and maximise productivity
and profitability. ☐
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Getting the best out of machines & tools
An application story on the usage of Liquid Tool from Blaser Swisslube
to increase profitability and unleash a new dimension in productivity by
way of exploiting the hidden potential in machines and tools
India has witnessed a tight economic situation in last few
years in the manufacturing industry. Customers have
witnessed multiple types of challenges with respect to quality,
overall cost savings, improved productivity & profitability in
their working environment, to name a few important ones.
One of the biggest challenges is to make manufacturing
sustainable over years in this globalised environment. With
an initiative of ‘Make in India’, it becomes extremely important
to ensure that as a country, we gear up for much higher levels
of productivity with higher quality levels. It will ensure
improved profitability in manufacturing and ensure
sustainable position for the long term.
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New dimension in machining
Metal working fluids (coolants) are often neglected when
people discuss the aspect of productivity in machining. In
fact, this is a new dimension in machining. It is possible to
exploit this new dimension of productivity in machining and
execute and implement it successfully. It needs a very
transparent approach on total manufacturing costs to deliver
a documented and measurable added value. In this context,
the new dimension of productivity with Blaser Swisslube’s
global Liquid Tool positively approaches customers in the
machining industry.
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Productivity improvement statistics

Values to customers

Leveraging effect

Secure process reliability and one of the safest formulations
to use for human health and environment in the world are
values to customers to extract further higher output from
their machines and tools.
Mahesh Mahangare, Proprietor, Gurukrupa Engineering,
Pune, had a great passion after completing his engineering
studies. He started the small machine shop with the hope of
doing something different. Even the downturn in the
metalworking industry hasn’t stopped him. He has also
contributed to the society by outsourcing the components to
the small sub-contractors who also own fleet of high technology
machines. Nearly 16 subcontractors are working for Gurukrupa
Engineering. Apart from the domestic customers, he is also
exporting transmission components to Italy.
“We always welcome the new technology and are open to
implement the same. We were looking for improvements in
our processes with a holistic view. Blaser Swisslube came to
us with the idea of further improvement in cycle time and
tool life. While trying their solution on one of our transmission
components, we could observe the 80 per cent improvement
in tool life in drilling with improved cutting parameters,” he
stated, while highlighting how the company works for
improving the entire process.
He further informed that by investing in the right Liquid
Tool, Blaser Swisslube made it possible to save many-folds
through productivity improvement.
Prashant Godha, Business Development Director –
Automotive Industry, Blaser Swisslube India, said, “A lot of
potential is hidden in machines and tools, and it is possible to
extract it by using the Liquid Tool!”

It is fascinating to see the large positive impact which can
be brought by little investment in this area of metalworking
fluids. Blaser Swisslube has been able to demonstrate this
dimension very well. High performance solutions from the
company can enhance overall productivity by as much as 10
per cent or more. In terms of tool cost, the effect can be
approximately 20-40 per cent reduction. Choice of technology,
raw material and formulation strategy of new generation
coolants influence reachable tool life in a machining process
and in some cases productivity. In many closely held studies
at customer places, Blaser has been able to achieve productivity
improvements in the range of 8-15 per cent by working
together with customers. As per Punit Gupta, Managing
Director, Blaser Swisslube India, “Time is the biggest currency
and we need to take a holistic view on overall values, which
can be generated from the Liquid Tool to get the best out of
machines and tools.”
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Caring towards human & environment
With the Blasocut Bio-concept, cutting and grinding fluid
emulsions need no tank side addition of bactericides.
Water-miscible emulsions stay biologically stable inherently,
without needing any bactericides. These emulsions have a
very special way of maintaining the long-term bio-stability of
metalworking fluid emulsions. The Bio-concept uses an
age-old law of nature whereby bacteria normally colonise
aqueous media immediately. To keep the emulsions stable,
deliberately foster this by creating ideal conditions for
harmless environmental bacteria. These bacteria, also present
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“A lot of potential is hidden in
machines and tools, and it is
possible to extract it by using
the Liquid Tool!”
Prashant Godha,
Business Development Director —
Automotive Industry,
Blaser Swisslube India.

in drinking water, build up a naturally stable biotope where
undesirable bacteria have no chance of propagating. We call
them primary bacteria because they dominate and are the
first to colonise the emulsion and leave undesirable bacteria
no chance to reproduce.

Benefits to the environment
The most important benefit for users is outstandingly
good human and environmental compatibility. Since there
are no undesirable bacteria, no tank side addition of
bactericides is required. The cutting fluid avoids skin
reactions or irritations of the respiratory tract resulting from
overdosing with bactericide. Uncontrolled growth of
unknown bacteria in conventionally formulated metalworking
fluid emulsions generally shortens their service life. Such
bacteria can reduce the pH value and cause bad odours or
even corrosion. Fungal filaments can lead to filter clogging as
well. That is why, bacteria and fungi have to be minimised in
conventional metalworking fluid emulsions.
Moreover, primary bacteria also prevent the growth of
undesirable fungus and bacteria that are bad for the emulsion
and the user. The Blasocut Bio-concept is extremely sound
and makes an important contribution to workplace health
and safety. The primary bacteria commonly found in drinking
water leaves the emulsion properties unchanged, and,
therefore, function as a natural stabiliser. ☐
Courtesy: Blaser Swisslube India
> MORE@CLICK EM01848 | www.efficientmanufacturing.in
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Centering on productivity
Machining centres have been around long enough in various
configurations for manufacturers to appreciate their potential
for cost saving and productivity. The article highlights latest
developments, new applications and machining centres’
requirements to be more efficient and productive
Over the years, machining centres have constantly evolved,
catering to the vast needs of the ever growing market. Machinability
feature such as higher material removal rate and superior process
capabilities are some of the prime factors considered while
choosing a machining centre. This has led to higher expectations
from customers in terms of rigidity of machines enabling better
machinability. The contribution of peripherals such as machine
cooling system and chip handling for more efficient cutting and
chip disposal has drawn attention of users.
The trend lately has also been on obtaining higher
productivities on small batch sizes of component manufacturing
with minimised setup changes. To enable this, multi-technology
machines such as mill-turn, turn-mill and multi axes (4 and 5
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axes) machining centres are gaining popularity. There is also a
strong need to reduce the setup change-over time hence
increasing productivity. Use of innovative tools such as angular
head attachments provide solutions for challenging operations
such as taper bore machining.

Mass production of components
For high volume production, customers are finding
innovative methods to reduce floor space, increase operator
efficiency and consume lesser power. One such technology
emerging is the use of multi-spindle machining centres for
mass production of identical components. With marginal
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increase in cost compared single spindle machines, the multispindle ones contribute significantly towards the productivity.
Many value added services such as component inspection
and automatic corrections, tool monitoring and management
on machining centres are offered to the customers across
various industry as single window solution for all machining
needs. Versatile universal machines with the capability to
efficiently cut components of different material types are in
demand especially in niche markets, such as the aerospace
industry.

Machining advanced materials
With the evolution in technology such as more stringent
emission norms (for Euro 6 and Bharat Stage 5), the requirement
of machining materials with higher hardness is on the rise.
Materials with higher temperature withstanding capabilities
and materials subjected to higher pressures when put to use
are gaining popularity in automotive, die & mould, aerospace
and many other applications. A new emerging trend in the
automotive component manufacturing is the use of aluminium
alloys of silicon with higher hardness. Exotic and challenging
materials such as magnesium alloys for specific automotive
applications, machining of non-metallic materials such as
plastic and fibres are in demand. Use of titanium alloys and
composites find increased demand in aircraft structural
components. These conditions have enabled the MTBs to
design machining centres that that can machine such exotic
materials. Machining these advanced materials typically
requires using rigid, thermally stable machine tools capable of
producing high cutting torque, providing a safe cutting
environment and facilitating efficient chip management.
Radical techniques have emerged for machining advanced
materials during the past few years. Rigid machines, larger
spindle interfaces with HSK & BBT tools, high pressure coolant
flushes, and the use of horizontal machines can offer process
improvements when cutting advanced materials. Larger spindle
motors and geared spindles are also an advantage in cutting
harder alloys.

Enhancing productivity
The biggest challenge to machine tool users today is overall
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productivity enhancement. The machine productivity is only
one of the contributors to overall efficiency of the production
process. Due to continuous demand for enhancing the
productivity/performance of the machine, there have been
improvements in the key sub-systems used on the machining
centres too.
The demand for productivity measuring and monitoring
systems to capture and facilitate analysis of the machine’s
productivity is on a rise. Such systems have smart and intuitive
ways of quantifying and indicating the non-productive times
allowing them to be minimised.
Reducing non-cutting time – Reduction in some of the key
contributors to the non-cutting times such as tool change time,
spindle acceleration & deceleration times, pallet change time,
machine rapids etc. has been a continuous process.
The chip to chip time (CTC), slide acceleration, and spindle
acceleration are some of the direct contributors to the idle or
non-cutting time during the component machining cycle. The
axes servo motors of machines with higher speeds &
accelerations and with lower inertias are being offered.
Reducing interruptions – Some of the other indirect
contributors towards the non-cutting time are frequent tool
removal due to wear or breakages, chip removal, and other
interruptions on the machine.

Sustainable processes
Efficient coolant management systems help decides when
the coolant needs to be changed by keeping a check on their
pH values. This ensures higher surface finish of the component
and also increases in tool life of the cutter. Efficient chip
management and disposal system also aids in the productivity
of the shop floor. A choice of chip conveyor is determined by
the material being machined and the nature of chip produced
by the process. A coil / screw conveyor can assist in evacuating
the chips to rear end. Normally for aluminium, cast iron, nylon,
non-ferrous material like brass, bronze, copper etc., scraper
type chip conveyor with rotary drum filtration is recommended.
On the other hand, steel material machining application, which
will result in longer chip generation may need a duplex slat
cum scrapper type chip conveyor. In certain application,
magnetic chip conveyor can be effectively adopted.
Newer techniques such as minimum quantity lubrication
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Machines with in-built automation offer
cost-effective productivity enhancement

(MQL) systems have become popular for machining because
of their cost-effective benefits as well as their healthy and
environmental friendly features.

Improving machine ergonomics
TPM friendly features on the machine also facilitate in
timely maintenance, hence, indirectly contributing to the
machine’s productivity. Ergonomic design of machining centres
with easy access to component and tool loading/unloading
have an effect in minimising operator’s fatigue.
Reducing cutting time – The major contributors to the
cutting times is the feeds and cutting speeds of the machining
process. Machining centres with higher spindle speeds and
rigid structures allow higher material removal, hence, making
the machine more efficient.
Enhancing process – Minimising setups and use of
productivity enhancers such as rotary tables, index tables,
pallet changers, coolant through spindle features (CTS), tool
management system, probe system, more productive cutting
tools have contributed significantly to the output from the
machines. CTS feature has become more prominent these
days due to its ability to reduce the running cost of the
machine by contributing to the cycle time reduction and
increase in tool life.
Machine users are opting for features such as automatic
pallet changer (APC) on majority of machines lately. APC
option is selected basically to mask the component load/
unload time. While the auto cycle is in progress on the spindle
side, operator can load/unload at the station side in the back
ground. This feature is found to be of advantage especially
when the component load/unload times are large either
because of its sheer size & weight of it or multiple number of
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components to be loaded.
Machines with dynamically balanced spindles assists in
reducing vibration and in improving surface finish quality,
and indirectly extends the spindle life of the cutter. Cutter
bodies or tool holders should also be balanced to meet
centrifugal forces conditions depending on maximum
allowable spindle speed.
Faster tool change process on the machines is a key
yardstick used to measure productivity. Various configurations
and capacities are on the offerings today to suit the need of the
application. Efficient tool management by measuring tool wear
and retrieval of sister tools automatically reduces human
intervention in the production process.

Future of manufacturing
Automation solutions along with the machines are in great
demand today. Machine users have realised the contribution of
investing in such productivity enhancements on efficiency of
the overall process. Automated machines are bound to perform
faster than the human operators. Machines with in-built
automation offer cost-effective productivity enhancement. The
future of manufacturing is trending towards completely
integrated machines and processes with automated solutions.
Another growing demand in the international market is
the ability of machine to communicate and network amongst
each other. The next predicted industrial revolution is the
Industry 4.0, where with the use of cyber physical systems, the
operative effectiveness is significantly enhanced. There is
growing awareness of this technology and increasing
expectations of machines with this flexibility and capability. ☐
> MORE@CLICK EM01849 | www.efficientmanufacturing.in
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From prototyping to production
To make and offer high-quality products, many machine shops rely on high performance
machining centres. A read on how Makino’s horizontal and vertical machining centres
help Wolcott Design Services to shut out the competition with enhanced
quality and productivity.
As the president and owner of Wolcott Design Services,
Bob Wolcott oversees the design, analysis and fabrication that
his Newberg shop provides for racing, technology, outdoor
equipment and other industries. From concept to creation, this
small shop prides itself on having all of these capabilities under
one roof – creating a fluid transition between design and
production, while offering increased part quality at a reduced
cost and lead-time.
This is Wolcott’s second time at bat in what has been a
doubleheader career. He started out as a Major League pitcher
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for the Seattle Mariners. After retiring from baseball, he
studied mechanical engineering from Oregon State while
working an internship at Intel. Running a milling machine
initially began as a hobby for Wolcott, but he soon learned that
the work he enjoyed doing on his manual machine could be the
start of a lucrative business opportunity. He opened Wolcott
Design Services while handling contract work for Intel. As the
business began to grow, he found himself manufacturing the
very parts he was designing for customers like Gerber, PCC
Structurals, Bridge City Tool Works and Rothsport Racing.
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High-performance machines
Today, the company has hit its stride making prototype and
production parts. Wolcott Design Services is small but
competes easily with the larger shops. “For a small-size
company like us to offer the kind of robust manufacturing
capabilities and high-performance horizontal and vertical
machining centres that you may not even see in some mid-size
manufacturing facilities, it shows our dedication in emphasising
quality,” said Wolcott.
“As the designers of many of the parts we make, we know
exactly where the accuracies need to be, and this saves a lot of
time and stress for our customers. They don’t have to wait for
1,000 parts to be produced before identifying design errors.
We know these things before the part hits the machine, and we
can accomplish all of this cost-effectively, which translates to a
lower price for the finished part.”

his customers. The company had been using three vertical
machining centres to produce its parts, but, as business grew,
Wolcott found himself in a situation where he needed to add
more capacity and flexibility without adding more floor space.
“We needed more speed than our vertical machining
centres could provide—faster processing, quicker changeovers
and improved workflow management,” said Wolcott. “It was
too time-consuming to take down a big production job in
order to squeeze in a smaller prototype job. We knew that a
horizontal machining centre could offer more parts per
fixture, offline setups, higher-volume tool magazines and
consolidated operations with multi-face machining. By
employing these capabilities, we would be able to run
production parts and prototypes in the same setup while
preventing spindle downtime. Having that level of versatility
was important to us, so we set out to find the right horizontal
machining centre platform.”

Added capacity

Precision machining

Wolcott operates his shop on his own land, which means he
has low overhead and routinely passes that cost saving along to

When evaluating machines, Wolcott looked at several
brands before choosing the Makino a51nx horizontal
Advt
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The casting design and roller-type linear guides
of the a51nx enable precision machining even
on the far extremities of the X- and Y-axes,
allowing Wolcott to take advantage of the
machine’s full workzone

machining centre for his operation. He valued the speed and
precision of the a51nx and the added benefit of its 5-axis
programming capability for more complex parts, if needed. As
he had hoped, the company found that the a51nx provided all
the features required to accomplish their production needs.
“The 40-taper spindle is extremely rigid and robust, which
has allowed us to expand our versatility and the variety of
parts that we produce. The 14,000-rpm spindle gives us the
range of speed necessary to machine a variety of materials
and features. Whether we are hogging out material or
producing a pristine finish, the a51nx provides the power and
torque we need to produce parts from start to finish in a
single setup,” Wolcott explained.
Wolcott praises the casting design of the a51nx and its
roller-type linear guides, which enable it to conduct precision
machining even on the far extremities of the X- and Y-axes. Its
expanded axis travels over the original a51 can also
accommodate larger parts.

Improved efficiency
Because the machine can handle more parts per fixture and
does not need frequent changeovers, it is always cutting. Its
automatic pallet changer and high-capacity tool magazine
helps Wolcott boost spindle utilisation by loading parts and
tools outside of the work zone without interrupting the
machining process. The company has also improved its manual
labour efficiency by allowing one person to operate both the
a51nx and a neighboring vertical machining centre—a task
that was not previously possible with two verticals.
“We appreciate that we don’t have to interrupt the machining
process on the a51nx,” said Wolcott. “We get up to 85% spindle
utilisation, allowing us to move lots of work through the
machine. Producing batches of 10,000 parts is easy for us now—
and, because of that, we are pursuing more high-volume jobs.”
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Since installing the horizontal machining centre, Wolcott
has dramatically improved its throughput, enabling the
company to shift its workload from mostly prototype machining
to production jobs that it previously didn’t have capacity for
with standard vertical machining centres.
“When we first began to offer production capabilities, 80%
of our business was in prototype parts,” said Wolcott. “Today,
none of that work has left the shop floor; however, prototype
parts now only make up 30% of our business.”
These new capabilities have enabled Wolcott to be more
competitive when quoting new jobs. They now beat their
overseas competition by up to 15% on price. In addition, clients
receive the type of face-to-face interaction that cannot be
achieved with overseas suppliers—being local means that
clients can physically come into the shop to have Wolcott create
test parts on the fly. This capability has proven to be a valuable
resource that has led to increased business.

Strikes out the competition
The success of the horizontal machine led to so much
throughput that new jobs were rapidly entering the queue. As
business grew, Wolcott needed additional investment to keep
up with his success on larger part production runs.
The company needed a cost-effective solution that would
provide a much closer level of quality to that of the a51nx.
What was necessary was another machine with the speed,
rigidity and accuracy of the a51nx that would efficiently run in
parallel to keep up. Besides having the ability to handle the
increased production the company was experiencing, the
machine had to be flexible enough to handle prototype work.
Wolcott chose to replace one of his previous vertical machining
centres with the Makino PS95.
“Business is booming, and to meet these demands, we
needed something economical that could take some of the load
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Wolcott’s investment in a PS95 vertical machining
center supports the just-in-time delivery of highprecision prototype orders

off of the a51nx, and that would produce the same parts quickly
without any loss of quality,” said Wolcott. “The PS95 brings
Makino’s quality to a vertical platform at a great value. The
spindle is very similar in design to that of the a51nx, and it just
blasts through the material with the rigidity we need.”
The PS95 offers a reduction in cycle time, increased
productivity and improved quality at a tremendous value. The
rigid construction, thermal stability and versatile 33.5horsepower, high-speed 14,000-rpm CAT spindle is ideal for
achieving high volumes of metal removal in a wide variety of
Wolcott’s applications. Its robust coolant system and scraperstyle lift-up chip conveyor efficiently remove chips from the
work zone for improved production efficiency, accuracy and
tool life.
Wolcott ran a comparison between his current equipment
and the PS95. On the first run, with no changes to the program,
the new machine beat the existing machine by 8 minutes. The
next time the part was run, feeds and speeds were increased to
an optimal level for the PS95, and the part was completed 30
minutes faster. On a separate part, Wolcott achieved metalremoval rates that were four times faster than those
accomplished on his previous machine.
“That speed makes a real difference. For instance, the extra
30 minutes saved allows me to complete one more part per
day,” said Wolcott. “On a $200 part, with the same number of
employees using the same floor space, that equals an extra
$1,000 more profit per week. That kind of savings quickly
justifies the investment in a high-performance machine.”

Growing business
Besides enjoying the increased speeds, Wolcott has
experienced improved quality with repeatability as tight as
0.0001 inches on the PS95. Business is growing, and Wolcott’s
customers appreciate the quality finishes that come off the
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PS95 without needing additional attention. When doing work
on the previous vertical machining centres, the company had
to manually polish the parts to achieve desired finishes—
doubling cycle time. On the Makino machines, parts come out
in half the time as on the previous machines and require
minimal hand work.
“Customers don’t believe me when I tell them that I haven’t
touched the part, and it comes directly off the machine,” said
Wolcott. “Truth is, some of the finest finishes are achieved
without any polishing. One example is a laptop casing we are
producing for Intel, which has a thin design and complex
geometries. These typically require hours of post-machining
prep work before they are ready to paint or anodise, but when
they are produced on the PS95, they are ready to go right off
the machine with no additional finishing.
Wolcott had a similar experience when producing a mould
for a power-generation turbine. The part was very complex
and measured 144 square inches. It ran for 18 hours, and
when completed, it was probed to determine any shifts in
accuracy from possible temperature variances over that 18hour period. Because the PS95 has strong thermal stability,
the results measured 0.0003 inches in the X-axis and 0.0003
inches in the Y-axis.
“I consider this phenomenal for a machine without linear
scales,” said Wolcott. “My previous machine would routinely
report deviations of 0.002 inches over just a short two to
three-hour cycle. With that level of performance, I would
have had to pass on this type of job because the customer
demands the utmost in accuracy. With the PS95, we have the
ability to produce a quality finished part at a competitive
price. The PS95 is giving our company access to entirely new
markets because of its accuracy and speed.” ☐
Courtesy: Makino
> MORE@CLICK EM01850 | www.efficientmanufacturing.in
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Thread rolling on CNC
When parts are produced in larger quantities, single point threading needs multiple passes to cut
to the thread’s full depth and it consumes time. Thread rolling on the other hand, produces
higher quality external threads in a single pass, chipless operation. The article highlights the
technical and economic advantages offered by thread rolling over single-point threading

Thread rolling technology has been resorted to on multi
spindle machines, engine lathes, dedicated rolling machines
for decades. However, rolling threads on machines that are not
dedicated to a single part/operation is a relatively new and
unfamiliar concept. It offers particular advantages on NC and
CNC machines as it eliminates the costly multiple passes
required in single point threading. Producing the thread in
only one pass can reduce threading time by as much as 90%.
Most of today’s single point threading is performed by
indexable insert tools as part of a very rapid CNC process. A
typical part that requires a thread is routinely accommodated
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through fixed cycles of numerical control and a variety of other
machine mechanisms. This can be a very economical method
of producing smaller quantities of parts.
However, when parts are produced in larger quantities,
single point threading’s versatility is less beneficial. This is
because, in order to maximise effective tool life, single point
inserts are processed with a limited depth of cut with multiple
passes needed to cut to the thread’s full depth. The time needed
to take these multiple passes can create a bottleneck. Additional
passes may also be taken to deburr the thread, requiring more
machine tool time or a secondary operation outside the
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Thread rolling produces threads in one pass,
reducing expensive CNC machining time

machine. Although CNC is bringing down the total threading
cycle times by making non-cutting functions more efficient,
these time savings are negated by the added time it takes to
single point the thread.
Thread rolling on the other hand, produces threads in one
pass, reducing expensive CNC machining time. In addition,
when a thread must be rolled, the use of a thread rolling head
– attachment on CNC equipment can complete the workpiece
in one single set up thereby eliminating a secondary operation
on a separate thread rolling machine.

Chipless cold forming
Thread rolling creates a tremendous amount of heat very
quickly. Since the surface of the thread is constantly changing
during the forming operation, this heat is dissipated very easily
into air moving around the rotating workpiece or thread rolling
head/attachment – hence the term “cold forming”. Using a
water soluble coolant also dissipates heat and helps extend the
life of the roll.

Technical advantages
In addition to doing more work on one machine in less
time, thread rolling has many technical advantages over single
point threading. Instead of cutting or shearing the material as
is the case of single point threading, thread rolling cold forms
the profile to be produced. In this process, the component
material is stressed beyond its yield point, being deformed
plastically, and thus permanently. A hardened die made from
tool steel or HSS displaces the material along the contours of
the thread profile, plastically deforming the material into the
final form. The workpiece material is stressed beyond its yield
point, which causes it to flow and conform to the mirror image
of the die’s profile.
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Stronger threads: The grain lines of the rolled material aren’t
interrupted like those of cut material; they are compressed and
moved more perpendicular to the centreline of the part,
increasing the thread’s tensile strength by 10% to 30% over cut
threads. This aids in resisting tensile forces acting against a
thread, which pulls along the centreline of the part. Parts that
can benefit from this increase in tensile strength include
cylinders, piston rods, tie rods, etc.
Burnished thread flanks: The compression of the material
during the rolling operation causes workhardening at the
thread’s surface. This is most apparent in the thread’s root and
along its flanks, making them more wear resistant. The
compression of material to the die’s form provides a very exact
profile with a surface finish better than grinding can achieve.
Shearing a material produces a rough surface finish, but,
compressing it produces a smoother and harder surface finish,
resulting in greater resistance to wear, corrosion and galling.
This improved resistance to wear is a particular benefit for
valve stems and other parts that are susceptible to harsh,
corrosive atmospheres. Nuts that must travel freely over long
distances in contaminated atmospheres also benefit from the
smooth surface finish.
Improved wear resistance: A rolled thread also has up to 70%
increased fatigue resistance over a cut thread. Since rolling is a
chipless operation, the profile is free from burrs, tear marks,
chattering marks, and sharp exit points, all of which are focal
points for stress. The smooth, burnished surface of a rolled
thread has fewer hills or valleys where stress can build up and
cause the part to fail from fatigue. This characteristic is most
beneficial at the thread run out, or distance of unusable or
incomplete thread. If a part were to fail from fatigue, it would
fail here at the end of the thread, where the entire load is
concentrated. Parts that are under constant load greatly benefit
from thread rolling because the threads have a smooth work
hardened, radiused and burnished runout.
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Thread

Thread
length

Material

Type of
process

Tool life of
one set of rolls

M5 x 0.8

15 mm

AISI 1117

Axial

120,000 components

Tr.30 x 6

600 mm

AISI 1020

Axial

35,000 components

M16 x 1.5

22 mm

AISI 5140

Axial

30,000 components

M20 x 1.5

16 mm

AISI 1213

Radial

250,000 components

The table gives an example for any thread rolling process
performed with LMT FETTE attachments and rolls

Profile accuracy: With thread rolling, thread quality is more
consistent from part to part than with single point threading.
Even with the best grind possible, a single point threading
insert will start to wear the moment it touches metal. The
longer the thread to be cut, the greater the potential for
deflection and chatter, resulting in shorter tool life. However,
the dimensions of thread rolling dies do change with use. Every
time the die rolls, they gain stress. The stress builds up to a
point where the hardened material of the die just fatigues and
breaks away in small pieces at the crest where the die is doing
the most work. Upto this point, the dies will make the same
profile every time. Practically no adjustments are needed
throughout the life of the rolls, which is typically tens of
thousands of parts per set.

when using the thread rolling processes, the net thread rolling
time will never be the deciding factor. For example, threading
a M 16, 19 mm on a cast steel journal, the time to thread cut
was 4.8 secs per piece. However, when rolling was performed,
only 0.8 secs were required with an axial type rolling head and
0.2 secs with a radial type head.
Full utilisation of the machine: The well-designed LMT
FETTE thread rolling heads are compact units needing a rotary
motion in order to function properly. To meet that requirement,
simple turning lathes will suffice. But, these rolling heads can
also be used on turret lathes, automatic lathes and CNC lathes,
giving thread production without problems on any workpiece,
able to accommodate in the machine, in a short part of the
total cycle time.

Economic Advantages

Thread forms

Material savings: Since thread tolling displaces material rather
than removing it, smaller stock can be used to produce a given
thread diameter than must be used with single–point threading.
Whereas single–point threading is a reductive process, thread
rolling actually increases the part’s diameter to the thread’s
outer diameter. Therefore, the thread rolling diameter of the
blank is not as in single–point thread cutting, where it is
identical with the outside (major) diameter of the thread, but,
is the pitch diameter of the thread. With many workpieces, this
means a considerable saving on material, especially if the
material has been drawn to the pitch thread diameter when it
can be used immediately. In addition, thread rolling may
negate many of the chip problems associated with materials
such as SS 304, Inconel and titanium.
Extremely short machining time: Rolling speeds ranging
from 20~90 m/min are considerably higher than the cutting
speeds used in thread cutting operations. When cutting with
thread chasing heads, speeds rarely exceed 10 m/min. Thus,

Thread rolling is applicable to many standard and special
thread forms. Besides common 60° profiles, other types of
threads that can be rolled include parallel and tapered “V” type
threads, acme, knuckle, and in some cases buttress. However, it
should be noted that as long as the flank angle is not less than
10° practically any special shaped thread can be rolled between
1.4 mm and approximately 230 mm. In addition, depending on
the specific application, it may be possible to reduce tube
diameters, swage the ends of tubes, roll annular ring profiles,
mark logos, letters and numbers.
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Workpiece material
Within certain given physical parameters, practically any
workpiece material can be thread – rolled, including structural
steels, case hardened steels, stainless steels, heat treatable
steels, aluminium, and nickel based alloys such as Inconel 718.
The three main physical parameters that determine whether
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LMT FETTE thread rolling heads/attachments can be
used on almost any type of machine tool, including
CNC automatic lathes, basic engine lathes, rotary
transfer machines, and machining centres

rolling is feasible are elongation factor, hardness & tensile
strength and chemical composition.
The workpiece material to be rolled may affect the choice
of thread–rolling head/attachment, surface treatment on the
thread roll, and thread–rolling system. There are three main
systems: axial, tangential and radial. The axial system comes
from the front end of the part along the centreline. While
thread lengths produced by the other two systems are limited
to the width of the rolls, the axial system is designed to produce
unlimited thread lengths. The tangential system uses one roll
above and one below the work piece. The rolls are fed from the
side (X–axis), pressing deeper with each revolution of the
work piece. Tangential systems can be conveniently mounted
on the cross slide of screw machines, automatic lathes and
CNC lathes.

Cycle times
All systems produce the thread in one pass, thereby
eliminating the costly multiple passes required in single point
threading and reducing threading time by as much as 90%.
Since the axial system is the only one that produces one thread
at a time, its threading cycle time will be dependent on the
length of the thread. The savings in machining time that thread
rolling can provide over single point threading can be enough
to justify the investment in a thread rolling system.

Tooling costs, machine time and parts per shift
Considering the fact that the cycle times are so low for
thread rolling, it would translate into savings of machine time
and optimum machine utilisation. Further, a shop can reduce
cutting tool costs and decrease downtime if it rolls threads
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rather than cuts them. The roll life for most applications is
relatively high, thereby ensuring reduced downtime. By
implementing thread rolling, the parts per shift will dramatically
increase when compared to thread cutting.

Machine options
Since it produces threads in one pass, thread rolling
requires more horsepower than single point threading.
However, the power requirements for thread rolling typically
are less than the capacity of modern machine tools.
As long as the head/attachment and the workpiece can be
positioned properly, the thread rolling process can be employed
virtually without any restriction. However, because today’s
CNC machines are designed as smaller, more compact units,
thread rolling head/attachment clearance may be a factor
which needs to be looked into during the selection process.

Initial costs
To potential customers, the initial cost of a thread rolling
system may seem like a significant stumbling block. Initial
costs for single point thread rolling systems are minimal
compared to those for thread rolling systems.
While the initial costs of all three types of thread rolling
systems are higher than single point threading systems, the
long–term costs are lower due to longer tool life and
substantially shorter machining times. Although initial cost
savings may be a more tangible benefit, customers must
consider the technical and economic advantages offered by
thread rolling in the long-term. ☐
Courtesy: LMT Tools
> MORE@CLICK EM01851 | www.efficientmanufacturing.in
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Making industrial operations
more effective
Centrifugal compressor technology has today become the preferred
method of compression, when the highest reliability and absolute best
air quality is required. The article discusses how this technology offers
highest level of reliability, efficiency and uptime together with
lowest level of maintenance cost, thereby, helping customers to
enhance their plant productivity and operating margins.
Compressed air is one of the most expensive utilities, but
more often than not, this fact is not understood. Unlike other
utilities, many users find it difficult to measure their cost per
CFM. Primarily, it should be understood that the compressed
air consumes 3 to 4 times more power as compared to electrical
energy. However, compressed air being highly versatile in nature,
it makes many industrial operations more effective in terms
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of high productivity and safety and hence, cannot be replaced.

Air compressor methods
A compressor is a device that delivers a gas at a higher
pressure than naturally exists in the atmosphere. Air is a
compact and powerful medium used to transmit power that
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can be used for a variety of purposes. Typical uses include
power air tools, pneumatic cylinder actuation, hoists and lifts,
transportation medium, fermentation, and combustion. But
uses are not limited to these applications only. Air can be
compressed using two basic methods—positive displacement
and dynamic compression.
In the positive displacement method, air is trapped in a
closed space and then reduced in volume to increase the
pressure. Typical positive displacement compressors are
reciprocating piston, rotary screw, scroll, lobe, hook and claw,
and sliding vane. Dynamic compressors are rotary flow
machines that rapidly accelerate the gas (air) through rotating
elements. Typical dynamic compressors are centrifugal, axial,
and mixed flow.

Application areas
Centrifugal compressor technology has been around for
more than 100 years, but has been limited mostly to process
applications due to initial cost. It is the preferred method of
compression when the highest reliability and absolute best air
quality is required. Centrifugal compressors became popular
during the 1960s with the advent of the integrally geared
design. The integrally geared design utilises compression
elements placed around a rotating bull gear allowing for the
pressure to be multiplied independently of the previous stage.
A fully packaged integrally geared design was developed and
only a few companies at the time possessed the technological
expertise to create such a machine.

Advantages of centrifugal technologies
Centrifugal technology has a dependable long life due to
inherently simple, rugged design parts. There are only three
moving parts—a bull gear and two rotating impeller assemblies.
Fewer moving parts mean less opportunity for something to
fail. Moreover, centrifugal compressors are not subjected to
the annual overhaul requirements customary with other
technologies. Ultimately, they ensure greater availability for
production use and lower maintenance costs.
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Centrifugal compressors maximises energy efficiency
by using multiple stages in conjunction with constant
pressure control operation

It is also a dynamic compression process itself. In dynamic
compression, the air is compressed by converting velocity
energy imparted by the impeller to pressure energy without
any contact between mechanical components. The design
ensures 100% oil and particle-free air. It is not uncommon for
a centrifugal compressor to run at least 7 years without needing
to be overhauled. Unlike positive displacement technology,
compression components do not wear.
Centrifugal compressors maximise energy efficiency by
using multiple stages in conjunction with constant pressure
control operation. Three stages of compression improve
efficiency by dividing work evenly across each stage. Lower
compression ratios are borne by each stage, resulting in lower
operating temperatures, and ensuring that cooler air moves
from one stage to the next. The compressor produces air more
efficiently, and requires less mechanical power and less energy.
Also, no other technology can offer the space-saving attributes
of a centrifugal compressor. The ultra-compact, space-saving
design lends itself well to flexibility. A centrifugal unit is
capable of delivering twice the flow for the same amount of
floor space as opposed to competing technologies.

Compressed air in automotive industry
Compressed air is a key utility in the automotive industry.
Compressed air is more or less required at every stage of
manufacturing, from press shop to body shop and from
assembly shop to paint shop. On a higher level, compressed air
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is used in an automotive industry for different purposes such
as operating pneumatic tools like air-operated drills, nutsetters, grinders, buffers, pneumatic hammers, impact
wrenches, air chucks, air-operated tailstocks, air-hoists;
spraying paint or antirust coatings and for oiling springs
through air guns in paint shops; instrumentation and control
e.g. controlling pneumatic manipulators on robots for wellregulated movements; retreading and re-grooving tires;
sandblasting and cleaning pistons, sandblasting spark plugs;
testing gas tanks and radiators and low pressure air (< 1 barg)
for effluent and waste water treatment plants.

Conclusion
Customers today demand reliability, and they depend
on a mature product that has been validated at test facilities.
Customers prefer not to stock replacement parts (even key
parts) to maintain continuous operations. Instead, customers
depend on proper customer service and support worldwide to
keep them operational. One of the features engineers strive for
compressor design is minimising part count. The fewer the
parts, the more reliable the product becomes. Another approach
to ensure reliability is by testing and continuous monitoring.
By virtue of its design, centrifugal compressor technology
offers highest level of reliability, efficiency and uptime together
with lowest level of maintenance cost, thereby helping customers
enhance their plant productivity and operating margins.☐
> MORE@CLICK EM01852 | www.efficientmanufacturing.in
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Simulating precision machining
An application story on how COMSOL Multiphysics modeling
of fluid jet polishing (FJP) used by Zeeko Ltd has enabled some
of its major clients to replace the hand finishing of ultra-precise
optical components with a machine process of higher quality
that takes a fraction of the time
Milling, grinding, polishing and finishing: the manufacture
of high quality products such as space telescopes, orthopaedic
joints and digital cameras involves a number of precision
processes either applied directly to glass or metal or indirectly
to a mould. Whichever method is used, the key requirements
are a completely smooth surface and global form accuracy of
only a few nanometres. In some cases, the only option has
been to finish components by hand, a time consuming and
highly labour intensive operation.

Looking for a more efficient method
Zeeko Ltd is a UK–based technology company that
manufactures corrective polishing machines. Its ultra-
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precision polishing solutions are being used in the development
of the European Extremely Large Telescope and the Thirty
Meter Telescope to be sited in Hawaii. Dr Anthony Beaucamp
describes the search for a new technology to deliver a higher
quality than hand finishing. “There has been a lot of interest
in the potential of fluid jet polishing, which pumps a mixture
of water and abrasive particles through a nozzle onto a
workpiece. This has significant advantages: the footprints
generated can be less than a millimetre and it works with a
wide range of materials. It can also remove machining marks
from prior processes without introducing another tool
signature and there is no issue with tool wear.”
In the context of optical components, however, there was
one significant problem. Despite research by a number of
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Snapshots of simulation: slurry (red), air (blue), streamlines (white)

parties, the end result using FJP was always a surface with
quite significant waveforms. “A small amount of waviness is
generally acceptable, however certain mid- and high-spatial
frequencies can cause light scattering, optical deformation or
even diffraction,” comments Dr Beaucamp.
With some initial support from Kesco Engineering in
Tokyo, Dr Beaucamp and the university team began to develop
a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model to investigate a
number of the characteristics with FJP. In particular, they
wanted to simulate the interface between fluid and air, and
trace the trajectories of individual abrasive particles. They
then intended to compare the results achieved through
modeling in COMSOL Multiphysics with actual machine
performance. “Our aim was to get as close to 1 nm Ra as
possible,” says Dr Beaucamp.

Multiphase modeling
“In FJP, the jet forms a little spot that moves on the surface,”
explains Dr Beaucamp. “The spot follows a very tight raster
path covering the optical area. The pumping system influences
the jet pressure during this motion and it is the combination
of pumping and tracking that results in waviness. In terms of
setting boundary conditions the main thing was to understand
resonant frequencies within the impinging flow from the
nozzle, and how changing those frequencies would affect
machining,” he added.
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The first stage was to model the fluid in a time-dependent
state, flowing from the nozzle, impacting the surface and then
flowing away. The COMSOL simulation used the k-ω
turbulence model together with level set and phase field
methods to model the fluid-air interface, and produced a
series of chronological snapshots.
Further, the team did not want to assume that the particles
within the slurry were ‘entrained’ or followed the fluid
streamlines, so actual particle trajectories were also simulated.
To do this, Dr Beaucamp used the Particle Tracing Module,
with Newtonian formulation to consider forces on the
particles, like drag. The model showed a boundary layer that
could only be penetrated by particles greater than 100 nm in
size. Yet, it also indicated that the removal mode must be
ductile (i.e. elastic) as particle energy was quickly dissipated
over very small areas of the surface. This was also seen
experimentally as no evidence of permanent damage, such as
scratching or scouring was evident.
Being confident with the model, Dr Beaucamp could start
using it to optimise the waviness that is primarily due to
pressure instability in the slurry delivery system. Here, the
nozzle was originally comprised of a high pressure diaphragm
pump and pulsation dampener. This resulted in progressive
pressure drift, so in order to improve inlet pressure stability,
the team added a low pressure feed-in pump to the system and
connected a pressure gauge to the inverter powering the
pump. This established a feedback control loop, which
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Pressure stability with (red curve) and without (blue curve) a
feedback loop. Use of the feedback loop basically nullifies
pressure drift

improved overall pressure stability and corrected the above
average pressure drift.
From the results given in the above figure, Dr Beaucamp
could predict the underlying pattern of pressure variations,
imposed by the pump, through using Fourier transform
analysis. Here, they could characterise the slurry system in
different states and include these pressure patterns in the
COMSOL model. The COMSOL model then computed
optimal conditions for the slurry delivery system using various
nozzle sizes, stand-off distance and slurry types. Parametric
sweeps were run and variations in the removal footprint
extracted and analysed. By examining trends in these
variations as well as other results within the COMSOL model,
Dr Beaucamp could recommend a number of optimal running
conditions dependent on the piece being machined, and the
material it is made from.

From the model to mechanical set–up
Once Dr Beaucamp’s team had reached a set of operating
conditions the model described as being optimal, they then
carried out experimental comparisons to gain confidence in
their method. They did this by polishing optical grade fused
silica glass windows under both their original and then the
optimised slurry delivery system conditions. The surface
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roughness was measured with an optical profiler and white
light interferometer. Using software from Zygo Corporation,
plots of the roughness and its intensity were given, along with
the Ra value. “As we had anticipated, the non-optimised
system showed a large amount of waviness over a 5 x 5 mm
area (12.5 nm Ra) whereas this was greatly improved in the
optimized system (1.2 nm Ra),” he reports.

From one day to ten minutes
Once Dr Beaucamp and his team had the results they were
seeking they lost no time turning them into an industrial
application. Zeeko developed a production version of the
research equipment and began selling it in Japan.
A number of major Japanese and Korean manufacturing
companies are now using Zeeko technology for finishing
optical moulds. “A hand process that could take more than
one day is now accomplished in ten minutes,” explains Dr
Beaucamp. “This is giving our customers a huge advantage,
enabling them to make better products and cut production
costs. Until this breakthrough, they were relying on very
experienced optical workers to polish by hand; they simply
could not get a machine to do this,” he added. ☐
> MORE@CLICK EM01853 | www.efficientmanufacturing.in
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Empowering digital product development
Whenever there is a need for an early design input in order to ensure
quality and manufacturing costs, virtual manufacturing methods
have a profitable chance. The article discusses how CAD data-based
simulation model addresses the manufacturing concerns and
optimises manufacturing systems.

Recent progress in simulation methods for the automotive
and off-highway vehicle platform development (a main field of
CD-adapco) has reduced the need for building early expensive
test hardware. They are no longer available, e.g. for optimisation
in paint shop. Using manufacturing simulation tools starting at
the design stage helps to optimise product development and
corresponding manufacturing systems. Whenever there is a
need for an early design input in order to ensure quality and
manufacturing costs, virtual manufacturing methods have a
profitable chance.
In order to realise a professionally tried and tested E-coat
simulation, CD-adapco’s STAR-CCM+ provides an improved
workflow from automated CAD-data meshing to E-coat
deposition as well as modeling of fill and drain behaviour in
vehicle paint shops. Information about warpage critical forces
on ‘bonded lightweight parts’ created by buoyancy and pressure
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differences during dipping in and out from rotating dipping
systems are also provided.

Providing multiple simulation training
Before the first (expensive) test hardware is built, the CAD
data-based simulation model of a new platform provides the
design engineer with answers to manufacturing concerns such
as ‘is there enough corrosion protecting E-coat in all the
cavities’ or ‘is there a corrosion risk based on air bubbles or
paint ponds’, etc.
The combination of an implemented fast algorithm with
the chance of describing customer developed material
properties by user field functions allows best fit to a complex
chemical deposition process. Customised material development
will be kept inside customers. Based on process and simulation
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Simulated E-coat thickness formation

knowledge, the company provides multiple simulation training,
engineering services and tools for multi-disciplinary design
optimisation.

E-coating: a notch higher
E-coating has a long tradition in automotive and other
industries. After several steps of cleaning and pre-treatment,
the body or part is submerged in the paint electrolyte and
conducted as a cathode in the E-coat tank system. High voltage
is provided by anodes. After undergoing an electrochemical
process, the paint polymers in the paint tank move under the
influence of the electric potential to the body, which represents
the cathode. Because they are closest to the anodes (having
lowest electrolyte resistant for current flow), all outer panels
are coated first. Due to the electrical resistance building nature
of the E-coat deposit the inner and more hidden surfaces of the
body get a chance to start the deposition process subsequently.
The deposited wet layers keep the capability for ongoing
deposition, but this gets always slowly according to the
increasing resistance of thicker layers. Industrial e-coating
mostly stops far from saturation. At the end of the deposition
process, the still un-cured paint deposition is stable enough to
be rinsed by water and gets its final curing and surface quality
in the following oven.
In comparison to electroplating, where a high conductive
layer is deposited and a small voltage with ongoing high
current has to be supplied, the E-coat process deposits a
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growing resistance operated by high voltage and asymptotic
declining current.
In automotive, the E-coat paint layer has several functions.
Most important is the formation of a corrosion protective layer
inside the cavities. Practical corrosion protection requirements
are between 8-12 µm of E-Coat. There will be more need for
simulation in future because high impact resistant design gets
more complex in upcoming lightweight structures. E-coat is
also the first surface roughness smoothening paint layer.
Surface smoothening happens during the melting phase in
oven curing. This is the reason why deposited thickness after
curing can undergo small changes, which can be seen in
microscopic measurements.
Unfortunately, the E-coat process with different suppliers
and variations in paint shop design and life cycle is a little
bit more complicated. The E-coat materials consist of an in
paint shops not always constant mixture of pigments, resin,
binder, water, glycol ether etc, which has to be adapted to
the product spectrum with different metal fractions.
Furthermore, carryovers from the cascading dipping process
and variations in fractions of new and re-filtrated E-coat
material can contribute to changes in conductivity and
deposition behaviour.
Efficiency of electrolysis of water influenced among others
by the pre-treatment chemicals is a key for the E-coat deposition
process. It might be responsible for the amount of charge (~∑ I)
or energy (~∑ I²) to be supplied until the deposition process
starts. In our formulation, we call it Start Criterion.
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Workflow of E-coat simulation

Innovative simulation

Optimising workflow

But anyway, there is no chance to simulate E-coat
deposition for automotive BIW with 100 m² of metal sheet
surface size if the simulation model is based on all
electrochemical reactions. In STAR-CCM+, we implemented
a parameter-based algorithm that describes the main
functions of e-coat deposition. The parameters can be
adjusted by calibration measurements. Furthermore, users
can implement their own more sophisticated modeling by
using field functions if detailed calibration data from lab and
plant measurements are available. This will keep the
knowledge in-house.
There is another important thing in the multi dipping in
and out paint shop sequence: Air bubbles. If there are no
openings or flow chances of air – the CFD simulation of the
dipping in process will show all trapped air bubbles. They
might reduce cleaning, pre-treatment but in any case avoid
E-coat deposition because of their electrical isolation.
Simulation can also calculate upcoming (destructive)
buoyancy if openings are too small.
On the way out the body might become too heavy
if it temporarily traps too much liquid during the
dipping out process. Drainage time and remaining
ponds are of interest because they might contaminate the
chemicals in the following dipping tank of the cascade.
If E-coat ponds enter the oven then the curing will not
be perfect or thick paint layers will get cracks. Both will
increase the corrosion risk.

All the mentioned phenomena can be optimised by changes
in BIW design and also sometimes by changes in paint shop.
Simulation will proof the benefits of for example additional
holes, changed cross-sections, burls or raised bumps in the
components that create a gap (for air, liquid & E-coat current
flow) between the pieces to be joined. In this respect, optimised
interruptions of bonding beads are another often used trick.
Combining dipping and e-coat deposition simulation and
looking for changes with improvements in multi disciplines will
be of most benefit to new hardware reduced digital product
design. These simulation steps can be done together or separately
in order to save computation costs. A multidisciplinary
optimisation tool with search strategies is also available.
Manufacturing simulation is a bridge between compromises
in design and manufacturing. Experience shows that
manufacturing-based design changes can be cost saving realised
if they are early defined and proved by simulation scenarios. On
the other hand, for example, E-coat simulation gives design
engineers a better understanding of manufacturing systems
which are often distributed far away in different countries. This
might be the reason that long term simulation guys might
complain about a reduction in easy reachable benefits in
companies who use simulation in second or third generation of
product development. But, new materials and processes will
keep the manufacturing simulation community ongoing busy
and productive if things are done well and in time. ☐
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Linking operations and maintenance
One of the best and consistent ways to maintain the industry equipments is mobile or a
web-based operator driven reliability system. The article explains how this technology
identifies the problem, thereby, enhancing industrial maintenance.
Irrespective of the industry, maintenance services are prone
to unpredictable situations. It can be said that a maintenance
activity without unforeseen situations is, by definition, an
expensive maintenance. Off late, the industry has witnessed a
shift in the way maintenance is been reported. The role of
equipment / machine operators has been elevated to the next,
where they now are helping companies predict failure. This
new process of involving the equipment operators in improving
reliability, by making them identify potential equipment
problems and failures at an earlier stage has led to the evolution
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of Operator Driven Reliability (ODR). By narrowing the focus
to the variables that are within control, companies have found
that improved reliability is a key factor to increase productivity
and decrease cost.
ODR has been the new entrant in industrial maintenance,
where technology is helping equipment operators drive ODR.
One of the best and consistent ways to maintain the industry
equipment is mobile or a web based ODR system. Electronic
inspection of critical information like temperature, pressure,
etc, enables operators to make faster and better decisions and
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One of the best and consistent ways
to maintain the industry equipment is
mobile or a web-based ODR system

set a pattern for verifiable information. It enables operators in
decision making and information sharing. Technology for
ODR typically has two components: a handheld mobile device
that assists the operator in making inspections, taking
corrective actions, and a host application that stores the
inspection results, manages exceptions and ODR collection
process. The technology can also assist in identifying the
potential source of problems and determining how fast a
company needs to react to avoid undesirable consequences.

Addressing industrial maintenance
The proximity to equipment makes operators usually the
first ones to detect even the slightest changes in process
conditions and machinery health. Too often, their observations
go unreported or are not effectively acted upon. With SKF
inspection tools and technologies, operators can accurately
and consistently record, trend, store, communicate and act on
process and inspection data, helping to reduce unplanned
downtime and increase plant productivity and safety.
Many ODR programs are generally on standby due to the
issue of analytical tools and associated costs & training. One
can provide more accurate readings, better means of exception
reporting, real time trending of data in the field, and lend a
sense of credibility to a new program. Bin reality such insights
and reporting cannot be compared to implementing an ODR
program and can easily be added to a program as it matures.
Equipment reliability has already been identified as a key
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component of cost equation and it is easy to see that the
program must be part of the reliability strategy. Without the
ownership of equipment in the operator’s hands, one cannot
hope to be reliable.
It cannot succeed without a relationship where every
department of an organisation has the ability to track changes
or inputs and each and every input is treated as a valued input.
There is a need of holding both maintenance and operations
accountable for safe and reliable production.
The proximity to equipment, tools & machines make
operators usually the first ones to detect even the slightest
changes in process conditions and machinery health, including
abnormal readings, odd noises, excessive heat and vibration,
leaks or pressure, and more. Too often, their observations go
unreported or are not effectively acted upon, eventually leading
to machine failures, unplanned downtime and higher operating
costs. ODR programme from SKF can help solve such issues.
Operator Driven Reliability was pioneered by SKF to
address the issue of Industrial maintenance. It empowers
operators to contribute proactively to a company-wide
maintenance strategy. Enabled by ODR process, software and
wireless technologies, operators can accurately record, track,
store, and communicate. They then act upon the processed
and inspected data, either with any windows mobile handheld
computing device.
By enabling front line operators to take a more proactive
role in communicating findings and initiating timely corrective
actions for degrading equipment, an ODR programme helps
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Reductions in operating and maintenance
through ODR directly show the results,
the upshot being the profit

operations teams become an integral part of the overall
reliability-based asset management strategy. SKF ODR reduces
unplanned downtime and increases plant productivity & safety.
Furthermore, it encourages operations and maintenance
departments to communicate more effectively and work
together to achieve the desired result.
The company has many applications as part of ODR,
which really prove beneficial for industrial maintenance.
They are:

Microlog inspector
Compatible with most windows mobile portable devices,
the microlog inspector system uses technology to enable
automated machine inspections and seamless sharing of
collected data across the plant or planet. This advanced
inspection system integrates condition monitoring, workflow
management, safety and regulatory inspections, and more in
one easy-to-use system.

Aptitude monitoring suite
Serving a common platform for operations and maintenance
information, the aptitude monitoring suite further links
operations and maintenance teams, while facilitating process
data analysis. Using data captured with microlog inspector,
aptitude monitoring suite trend plots to identify small process
changes not yet in alarm, but possibly heading towards a
problem situation.

Aptitude decision support
Integrating the aptitude decision support software with
aptitude monitoring suite greatly expands inspection
capabilities. SKF aptitude decision support uses the common
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aptitude monitoring suite platform to provide all departments
with a dynamic resource for automated machine and process
diagnosis, analysis, reporting and corrective actions.

Benefits of ODR
Reductions in operating and maintenance through ODR
directly show the results, the upshot being the profit. Studies
have proven that run-to-failure on average costs fifteen-twenty
times more than a proactive early repair. Most of the companies
now have systems and processes for ODRs. The employees now
are trained in ways, which make them capable of performing
all functions within the facility and equipped to deal with a
crisis repair if there is one. Operating technicians are qualified
on common and above the basic maintenance skills,
demonstrating high capabilities in autonomous maintenance.
Leaks filter changes, oil filling, faulty traps, plugged lines and
faulty instruments can be addressed by the process technicians
on the shift to quickly regain safe operations.
Pilot projects have been an excellent ways to demonstrate
the benefits of ODR to the management of organisations. It can
also help in knowing or resolving any overlooked tasks during
the planning stage. The team involved gets an opportunity for
hands-on experience with new technology, the ability to create
short-term wins to build program momentum and broaden
support for the program & to evaluate costs. These models
have proven to be very effective and successful.
ODR -the formalised involvement of operators in a facility’s
asset-reliability effort is not a new process in the industry. But
sustaining the process has been a struggle. Sustaining ODR
should not be a struggle if it is taken as a process and not a
project. ODR in an organisation should run as a process, as an
initiative just like other enterprises initiative is run. ☐
Courtesy: SKF
> MORE@CLICK EM01855 | www.efficientmanufacturing.in
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Milling machine

Turning machine

Benign Enterprise offers BMT-3520 universal milling machine that are at
par with Eastern Europe makers standard. The company has been making
this type of universal milling machine for
two years by studying/learning from
European style and improving its own
design. It is using the best quality gears
in Taiwan, so the spindle runs smoothly
without any unpleasant noise or vibration.
Not only the machine has ballscrews on
all three axes, but the automatic feeding
travel on all three axes is with clutch
system driven by inverter, allowing
future design with servo motors. The
BMT-3520
prototype of the machine was exhibited
at TIMTOS 2015 in Taiwan and gained a
lot of recognition from many visitors. Now, the company has announced
that the fully upgraded design will be presented at EMO 2015 in Milan. Its
main products also include precision lathes, heavy duty lathes, milling
machines, CNC bed mills, machining centres, boring mills, etc.
Benign Enterprise | Taiwan

DMG Mori | Bengaluru

Email: bematoco@ms11.hinet.net | Tel: +886-4-2323-3016

Email: ankur.agarwal@dmgmori.com | Tel: +91-080-4089-6500
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Precision metalworking tools
From the esteemed IMC (International Metalworking Companies) stable
arrives the youngest member yet – Duracarb,
which is a full-length tool supplier with D-Mill,
D-Drill, D-Turn and D-Cut, in addition to the solid
carbide range, to cater to every application in
the shopfloor. Duracarb tools are engineered to
meet the modern cutting tool needs of customers
from various industries, across a spectrum of
applications that include turning, milling, drilling,
holemaking, grooving etc. Apart from product
and process excellence, the company is looking
to offer the most customer friendly experience in
Duracarb cutting tools
the market. Bringing together the pedigreed
quality assurance as an IMC brand, and a unique
price point competitiveness to the industry, Duracarb is fast proving to be
the smart Indian choice for the indigenous manufacturing scenario,
according to the company. Manufactured in IMC facilities around the world,
Duracarb products and production systems incorporate automatic quality
control procedures and are certified by internationally recognised standards
like AS 9100 / ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001, to name a few.
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DMG MORI is now entering another dimension in the sophisticated
production of turned parts with the
NLX 6000|2000. The construction of
the NLX 6000|2000 is based on a
robust 45° slanted bed with flat
guides of up to 180 mm in width in
all axes for optimum damping
properties and dynamic rigidity. Ball
screws with a diameter of 50 mm
and a headstock with integrated
NLX 6000 | 2000
motor spindle and a built-in tailstock
ensure additional stability during
machining. The concept of the machine is also the basis for a generously
dimensioned work area. With a maximum turning diameter of 920 mm
and a turning length of up to 2,000 mm, this largest model in the NLX
series is predestined for turning applications reaching into the XXL range.
The long 485 mm travel paths of the X-axis, 200 mm (±100 mm) in the
Y-axis direction, and 2,150 mm in the Z-axis direction are even further
proof of this. The maximum chuck size is 600 mm.

Infrared thermometer
Extech Instruments offers new infrared thermometer, EX570 CAT IV
industrial multimeter + IR thermometer. It has
patented built-in non-contact IR thermometer
design with laser pointer for locating hot spots, true
RMS CAT III-1000V, CAT IV-600V rated with 0.06%
basic DCV accuracy, diode open circuit voltage of
2.8 V DC, heavy duty double moulded, water
resistant package, large backlit 40,000 count LCD
with 40-segment bar graph, memory for storage
and recall of three measurements, 1000 V input
protection on all functions, type K thermocouple
contact temperature measurements. Its features
include HOLD, RELATIVE and PEAK HOLD, min, max
and average recording, auto power-off with disable
feature, capacitance, frequency, diode and continuity
functions. It is complete with double moulded test
EX570
leads, magnetic hanging strap, general purpose
Type K bead wire temperature probe, case, and 9 V
battery. In addition, it quickly identifies hot spots on electrical panels and
ensures the internal temperature on a 3-phase transformer installation.

Duracarb | Chennai
Email: sales@duracarb-india.com | Tel: +91-044-4904-8328

Extech Instruments | United States
Email: export@extech.com | Tel: +1-603-324-7800
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Guide trough system

MC hydraulic angle lock vise

igus has launched a new modular guide trough system–guidelite plus,
which is entirely made of tribooptimised plastic. The system is
very light, easy to install, cost
effective and is also suitable for
use in harsh environments. Guide
troughs, usually made from
aluminium or steel, ensure correct
operation and a long service life
for energy chains in gliding guidelite plus
applications with long travels. The
new guidelite plus from the company is a guide trough that is made entirely
of plastic and is easy to assemble. Individual elements made of abrasionresistant high-performance plastic can be connected together very quickly
and without tools by hand due to a locking mechanism specially designed
for this system. The low weight of the plastic parts helps with installation,
but is also advantageous where lightweight solutions are needed. The
plastic guidelite plus guide trough is also suitable for applications where
metallic alternatives are very expensive.

Jin Year Precision offers new MC hydraulic angle lock vise, MHV-160
where the vise body is
made of ductile iron
FCD-60. The company
has been manufacturing
precision vise for over
23 years. The features
of the new MC hydraulic
angle lock vise includes MHV-160
down thrust with ‘semisphere’ to prevent workpiece lift. The vise has both mechanical and
hydraulic way of operating system. The vise bed is hardened to HRC 45 in
order to maintain accuracy for long. The vise bed height-size and the
guide block side are all made with full control that can make 2, 3, or 4
vises to perform a job at a time. The vise has 4 ways of clamping. The
company’s main products include machine vise, rotary tables, graduated
disk, parts, components and accessory for milling machine, other
accessories for machine tool, hydraulic tool, cutting tool and accessory
for metalworking, chuck, jig and fixture for metalworking.

igus (India) | Bengaluru

Jin Year Precision | Taiwan

Email: Harish@igus.in | Tel: +91-080-4912-7880

Email: liu0930@ms58.hinet.net | Tel: +886-4-25232817
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Indexable insert milling cutters

Forging press

KOMET GROUP has extended range of indexable insert milling cutters,
accompanied by many new diamond
indexable inserts and new tools from the
fields of drilling, reaming and threading.
Over 1000 additional precision tools have
been added to the KOMET® product range.
In addition to its well-known innovative
tools for high-precision drilling, reaming
and threading, the company now boasts a
wide range of high-performance milling
cutters. Alongside the well-established
KOMET® Quatron hi.feed, KOMET® hi.aeQ KOMET® milling tools
and KOMET® hi.apQ milling cutter lines, six
more indexable insert milling cutter systems (four single-sided and two
double-sided indexable inserts) are now available ex stock. With over 70
indexable inserts featuring different topographies, substrates and coatings,
which can be combined with 60 different basic body designs, KOMET® now
has a full and varied product range, ideal for handling all milling tasks,
from face, shoulder and chamfer milling to straight, 45° and T-slot milling,
circular and plunge milling, angled plunge milling and free-form milling.

Lien Chieh Machinery offers 12,000 ton hydraulic hot forging press,
LF-12000. The forging press has bolster area of 2700 mm x 2500 mm that
is used to manufacture aluminium alloy
rims for commercial vehicles. The company
is specialised in the manufacturing of many
different types of hydraulic presses. The
company’s hydraulic presses include die
spotting press, die tryout press, deep
drawing press, forging press, hot forming
press, hydroforming press, PCB and CCL
laminating hot press, plywood press, SMC
press, shipyard presses and C-frame
hydraulic press. The company was founded
in 1947 and for more than sixty-eight years LF-12000
has designed and developed a comprehensive
range of technically advanced and dependable presses, which offer the
highest level of performance characteristics. It has established a most
enviable record within the industry and will continue to offer the very latest
in high-technology machines. The company manufactures presses that is
custom tailored to suit customers’ requirements.

KOMET Precision Tools India | Bengaluru
Email: namratha.nayak@kometgroup.com | Tel: +91-080-6772-8106

Lien Chieh Machinery | Taiwan
Email: info@lienchieh.com | Tel: +886-3-4827176
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Radan

CAD/CAM sheet metal software

Magnetic grippers

Radcam Technologies offers Radan sheet metal software solution
developed by Vero software, UK that assists a
programmer in transforming data from CAD
to NC codes. It does sheet metal design,
automatic high performance nesting,
automatic tooling and programming, costing,
bending calculations and simulation, multiaxis laser and tube cutting laser programming.
The tools in the software are customised
exclusively for sheet metal with a very easy
to understand user interface. Radan also
provides a 3D environment for developing
parts and assemblies with an exquisite
feature of converting 2D drawings to 3D models and vice-versa. The
software is capable of generating flat blank of a part with all the bending
allowances and reliefs included. The software also allows importing of a
range of file formats such as SAT, IGES, STEP, Para solids, etc. The software
is machine independent i.e. it can generate NC codes for a wide range of
machines for optimising the production.

SCHUNK has extended its series of digitally controllable magnetic
grippers with the compact SCHUNK EGM-M mono-pole gripper. The
company’s smallest gripper so far
(26 mm x 98 mm) is still precise
and powerful and is suitable for
handling parts weighing up to 7 kg.
Since its magnetic field reaches to
the outer edge, no interfering
contours will become a problem.
The monopole grippers can be
EGM-M mono-pole gripper
similarly used as suction cups, can
be positioned anywhere on the
work-piece, and can be flexibly combined with larger units. As all the
SCHUNK EGM magnetic grippers of this series, the monopole grippers are
working with energy-efficient electro-permanent magnets. They do not
require compressed air or vacuum. Only a short current pulse for 300 ms
is required for actuation and deactivation. Since no energy supply is
required in activated condition, the parts keep reliably gripped even in
the case of an emergency stop or a sudden loss of power.

Radcam Technologies | Bengaluru

SCHUNK Intec India | Bengaluru

Email: info@radcamtechnologies.com | Tel: +91-95-9170-4404

Email: info@in.schunk.com | Tel: +91-080-4053-8999
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Cylindrical grinding machine
Fritz Studer offers S41 CNC universal cylindrical grinding machine that is
characterised by outstanding
technology and cost-effectiveness.
Higher precision, better surface
quality, higher metal removal rates
– these are the constantly increasing
requirements made by the market
on the cost-effectiveness of
grinding machines in a nutshell. In
S41
fulfilling these requirements, the
company once again sets standards
with its S41 CNC universal cylindrical grinding machine. The machine
grinds with much higher precision, paired with a much greater metal
removal rate. It works more quickly and precisely and also offers a broader
range of applications, with production options that are highly attractive
with regard to cost-effectiveness. And by saving on auxiliary times, it
considerably shortens the cycle times of the grinding process. In addition,
the machines’ longitudinal and cross slide, as well as the swivel axis for
the wheelhead are equipped with electric direct drives, which moves to
the working position much more quickly and precisely.
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Honing machines
Wendt India, with the technical collaboration from Delapena, UK, offers
fully programmable, computer controlled
horizontal honing machines, E 1000S. The
new horizontal spindle honing machine of
the company’s E Series includes some of
the features like variable spindle rpm,
adjustable stroke speed & expansion
through servo drive, Siemens NC controller
with user-friendly touch pad, and precise,
efficient, repeatable honing on through &
blind bores. The machine has safe
E1000S
interlocking door with electric sensor for
operator safety and storage capacity for
100 pre-programmed processes. The horizontal honing machine finds
application in areas of fuel injection parts, rocker arm, con-rod, gears, fork
shifter, dies, aerospace components, & various sleeves/bushes. Key
specification of the machine include 1.5 kW of spindle motor power, 3 Nm
of stroking motor power with spindle speed ranging from 200 – 2500 and
stroking speed ranging from 1 - 25 m/min. The machine handles job of dia.
ranging from 1.14 – 25 mm with maximum stroke length of 300 mm.

Fritz Studer India | Bengaluru
Email: prabhakar@grinding.ch | Tel: +91-99-8013-8897

Wendt India | Bengaluru
Email: SajuAbraham@wendtindia.com | Tel: +91-94433-27680
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» Automotive manufacturing
While vehicles are now produced at
much faster rates as compared to a
decade ago, automakers must continue
to balance increased productivity and
efficiency with quality and innovation to
tackle with the sluggish demand trends
in this sector. Automotive manufacturers
and suppliers also need to take crucial
steps in controlling costs through
inventory management and stringent
production processes. Analysing the latest
technologies, material and production
strategies for this sector, the next edition
will feature modern technologies used
in advancing manufacturing for the
automotive industry.

» Industrial bearings
The useful life of any bearing depends to a
great extent on the care and maintenance
it receives. This is especially true in
industrial applications, where operating
conditions tend to be harsh, loads are
very heavy and contamination from dirt
and scale are common. The next issue
features about the maintenance, handling,
inspection practices and much more of
bearings

» Global machine tool industry
The global economic activities and
global consumer spending would decide
the growth of the industrial production
and in turn, the use of machine tools in
manufacturing. The industry, therefore,
has developed a strong correlation with
the global economic growth and economic
activities. The next edition will focus on
the global perspective of global machine
tool industry

» Energy management
Energy should be regarded as a business
cost, like raw material or labour.
Companies can achieve substantial
reduction in energy bill by implementing
simple housekeeping measures. The next
edition will focus on the importance of
energy management, which is widely
acknowledged as the best solution for
direct and immediate reduction of energy
consumption.
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MILL 16

New Face Mills Generation
for Cast Iron Machining
to Increase Productivity

High-precision periphery ground inserts.
16 effective cutting edges per insert.
Real smooth cutting action & Lower cutting forces.
Perfect fit for most of the cast iron face milling requirements.
Upto 30% improvement in tool life
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